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Abstract 

In this paper we show that comprehensive linguistic research into the Amele language provided essential 
help to the translation project. The research covered the phonological, morphological, syntactic and 
discourse structures of the language. We also included as an essential part of comprehensive research the 
development of a bilingual dictionary with a substantial number of lexical entries. We show how 
phonological, grammatical, discourse and lexical research into the Amele language benefited the Amele 
language project in general, and the New Testament translation project in particular. We also test the 
thesis that native speakers know intuitively how to translate into their own language without conducting 
comprehensive linguistic research, and more specifically, that they will know intuitively how to produce 
from a second language source text lexical and grammatical equivalents in their own language without 
an objective linguistic understanding of the lexis and grammar of their language. We demonstrate that 
the Amele translators’ native speaker intuitions alone were insufficient to produce an accurate and 
natural translation. 
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Abbreviations 

A actor  PL plural number 

ADJ adjective  POSR possessor 

AOR aorist  PP post/prepositional phrase 

APPL applicative  PRES present tense 

APPR apprehensive mood  PROH prohibitor 

ART article  PROSP prospective tense 

C consonant  QU question marker 

CNTR counterfactual modality  R realis modality 

DEM demonstrative  REFL reflexive 

DS different subject following  REMP remote past tense 

DU dual number  RL receptor language 

DUR durative aspect  S subject 

FUT future tense  SBJV subjunctive 

HABP habitual past aspect  SG singular number 

HN head noun  SIM simultaneous event 

HO hortative  SL source language 

IMPER imperative mood  SS same subject following 

IMPF imperfect  SUPP supplicative 

INF infinitive  TODP today’s past tense 

IR irrealis modality  U undergoer 

MTT mother tongue translator  V verb, vowel 

NEGF negative future tense  YESTP yesterday’s past tense 

NEGP negative past tense  1 first person 

NT New Testament  2 second person 

NOM nominaliser  3 third person 

NP noun phrase  - morpheme boundary 

O object  = clitic boundary 

OBL oblique  <    > orthographic representation 

PERM permissive    
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1 Introduction 

This paper1 presents a case study of how linguistic research into the Amele [aey] language of Papua New 
Guinea (PNG) guided and assisted the Scripture translation project for the Amele people from its 
inception to its final conclusion.2 

Amele is a Papuan language and is the largest of the Gum family of languages (Z’graggen 1975:13). 
The Amele people inhabit approximately 120 square kilometres between the Gum and Gogol rivers just 
south of the town of Madang in PNG. The area extends from the coast to about fourteen kilometres 
inland. According to the 1977 national census issued by the Madang District Office, the Amele 
population numbered 5,479 (Roberts 1987:8). The Amele have an indigenous church, mainly Lutheran 
with one Roman Catholic congregation in the village of Aia. The Lutheran church was established by 
German missionaries who first came to the Amele area in 1916 (Welsch 1951). 

In 1977 the Amele Lutheran Church asked SIL for someone to help them produce a translation of 
the Bible into their own language. Up to that point they had a hymnbook and liturgy called the Due Buk, 
with hymns that had been authored mainly by Ameles, and some portions of the New Testament (NT) in 
Amele. These NT portions had been translated by German Lutheran missionaries who had worked with 
the Amele people in the 1920s and 1930s. A grammar of Amele in German and an Amele-German 
dictionary (Wullenkord 1928 and Wullenkord 1930 respectively) had also been published. 

As members of the PNG Branch of SIL, my wife and I responded to the invitation from the Amele 
Lutheran Church and began working with the Amele people in January 1978. The standard practice of 
the SIL-PNG Branch was that members assigned to a language project should research and write up a 
basic linguistic description of the project language. This included a description of the phonology and a 
description of the morphosyntax of the language as well as an account of some aspect of what constitutes 
a well-formed text in the language. Language-assigned members were also encouraged to produce a basic 
vernacular-English dictionary as part of the language project. For this reason, despite the fact that there 
were already a grammar and dictionary of Amele available in German, I decided to conduct my own 
independent linguistic research into the language as part of the exercise of learning the Amele language 
and culture. The present paper is a result of that research. 

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the thesis which will be examined in the 
remainder of the paper, namely that mother-tongue translators (MTTs) do not need to do linguistic 
research into their own languages, and the motivations for this thesis. This section also presents counter 
opinions of this view. Section 3 details some specific examples where a knowledge and understanding of 
the linguistic structures of Amele and of the ways in which these structures differ from those of the 
source language, English, enabled better translation choices to be made. Section 4 discusses the many 
instances where the Amele MTTs produced mistranslations because they did not properly understand the 
linguistic differences between the English source language (SL) and the Amele receptor language (RL). 
Section 5 concludes the paper and offers final comments. 

2 Mother-tongue translators and linguistic research 

In the days when we began the Amele language project, best-practice approach to linguistic research 
included conducting the following foundational areas of research: 

                                                   
1 The contents of this paper were first presented at the Bible Translation Conference held 16–20 October 2009 at the 
Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics (GIAL) in Dallas, Texas. This conference was co-sponsored by SIL 
International and GIAL. 
2 In this paper, lesser-known languages are identified by their ISO language codes. For a complete list of these codes, 
accessed 19 April 2013, see http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp. 

http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp
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• a sociolinguistic survey 
• a dialect survey 
• a phonological analysis and description 
• a grammatical analysis and description 
• a discourse study 
• a bilingual dictionary 
• a corpus of interlinearised texts 

 

Current practice places increased emphasis on encouraging local people to supervise language 
projects and to build capacity within the local community for all aspects of a language project. There is 
also an orientation today in language projects on MTTs bearing most of the responsibility for the 
Scripture translation. 

Alongside this positive reorientation, however, there is an opinion amongst some that not all of the 
aspects of the research listed above are still necessary. The argument goes that native speakers will know 
intuitively how to translate into their own language without such research. For example, some say a 
native speaker is unlikely to produce an ungrammatical sentence in translation and therefore it is not 
necessary for MTTs to study the morphosyntax of their language. It is also argued that such grammatical 
study and description is mainly for the benefit of the expatriate linguist/translator consultant and the 
academic community. 

However, this view of translation theory and practice is not held by all who work in this field. For 
example, in her book In Other Words: A Coursebook on Translation, Mona Baker (2011), chair of the 
Institute of Translation and Interpreting of Great Britain, seeks to improve the professional standards of 
translators by advocating training with a strong theoretical component and not just a practical appli-
cation. She argues that training in the theory of translation enables translators to reflect on their practice 
and see how this could be improved. She also advocates a strong grounding in modern linguistics for 
translators: “Linguistics is a discipline which studies language both in its own right and as a tool for 
generating meanings. It should therefore have a great deal to offer to the budding discipline of 
translation studies; it can certainly offer translators valuable insights into the nature and function of 
language” (2011:4). Thus linguistic research enables MTTs to gain a linguistic understanding of their 
own language and to be better translators. Baker goes on to show how lexical, grammatical and 
discourse studies are useful to translators. 

In a similar vein, the work Bible Translation: Frames of Reference, edited by Timothy Wilt (2003), 
provides a range of perspectives on Bible translation in terms of academic areas foundational to this 
endeavour. This includes communication theory, cultural studies and linguistic theory as it relates to 
translation. Ronald Ross’s chapter “Advances in Linguistic Theory and Their Relevance to Translation” 
provides a number of examples taken from various translation projects around the world where a lack of 
understanding of the difference between the linguistic properties of the SL and the RL resulted in 
translation errors by MTTs. A first example is where the basic order of constituents in the sentence 
differs. An SL might have subject-verb-object (SVO) as the unmarked order and allow object-verb-subject 
(OSV) for pragmatic focus on the object. An RL might correspondingly have VSO as the unmarked order 
and allow SVO for pragmatic focus. An unaware MTT could well transfer the SVO order of the SL into 
the RL as the marked SVO order without realising that this would be a pragmatic mistranslation. 

Another example that Ross gives is a case where the SL has accusative syntax and the RL has 
ergative syntax. In a language with accusative syntax the ACTOR in a transitive clause is marked morpho-
syntactically (i.e., morphologically or by constituent order) in the same way as the single argument of an 
intransitive clause. English and most Indo-European languages have accusative syntax. In a language 
with ergative syntax the UNDERGOER in a transitive clause is marked morphosyntactically in the same way 
as the single argument of an intransitive clause. Ergative syntax occurs in Australian, Austronesian, 
Meso-American, North-American and Siberian languages. A problem arises when translating instances of 
coordinate reduction from an SL with accusative syntax into an RL with ergative syntax, as illustrated in 
example (1). In the SL (1a), the omitted argument in the second clause is understood to be “the man”, 
whereas in the translation into the RL with ergative syntax (1b), the omitted argument in the second 
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clause is understood to be “the dog”. Ross (2003:124) reports that an Iñupiak [ipk] translator 
consistently interpreted English coordinated sentences as ergative syntax instead of accusative syntax. 
 

(1) a. The man hit  the dog and  (the man) ran off. [SL: accusative syntax] 

  ACTOR UNDERGOER (ACTOR) 3  

 b. The man hit  the dog and  (the dog) ran off. [RL: ergative syntax] 

  ACTOR UNDERGOER (UNDERGOER)  
 

Ross illustrates a number of other instances where a critical morphosyntactic difference between the 
SL and the RL was not picked up by the MTTs and mistranslations were the result. This includes 
languages with head-initial syntax versus languages with head-final syntax, languages with different 
systems of possession expression, and languages where the path of movement is expressed by framing 
verbs versus languages where the path of movement is expressed by framing satellites. 

Another work which discusses the importance of linguistic studies to translation theory and practice 
is Jeremy Munday’s Introducing Translation Studies (2008). This textbook provides an accessible overview 
of the key linguistic contributions to translation theory, including: 

• meaning-equivalence theory 
• translation-shift approaches 
• functional theories of translation 
• discourse and register analysis 
• systems theories 
• cultural studies 
• philosophical theories of translation 

 

Munday (2008:180) highlights the contribution of corpus-based linguistics to translation studies, in 
particular the COBUILD English Language Dictionary project at Birmingham (Sinclair 1987, 1991). This 
project investigated the use and patterns of word forms in naturally occurring English texts by using 
computer software. This resulted in linguistic evidence, particularly on collocations and typical uses of 
lexical items, vastly superior to the analyst’s intuitions. The point being argued is that a careful objective 
analysis of the language revealed aspects of its linguistic nature that the native speaker could not access 
by intuition alone. This kind of objective study also allowed various (pre-computer) hypotheses of 
translation to be tested. Munday gives several examples of such hypotheses. For example, Baker (1993) 
had suggested some possible characteristic features of translation as explicitation, grammatical standard-
isation and an increased frequency of common words such as say. Levý (1963) had stated that 
translations are often characterised by grammatically correct but artistically clichéd terms. Blum-Kulka 
and Levenston (1983) had suggested that lexical simplification is typical of translations. Finally, Vinay 
and Darbelnet (1958) had made many generalisations about the translation process, including the 
assertion that the RL text is normally longer than the SL text. The point here is that if we have a theory 
of translation practice, such as that MTTs do not need to study the linguistic features of their own 
language in order to produce good translations, then we need to test it to see whether it is true or not. 

In their practical guide to translation studies, Hatim and Munday (2004) show that translation is an 
interdiscipline which links with other academic disciplines, specifically with philosophy, language 
engineering, cultural studies, literary studies and linguistics. The domains of linguistics they deem 
important to translation are the following: semantics, pragmatics, sociolinguistics, contrastive linguistics, 
corpus linguistics, cognitive linguistics and text/discourse analysis. In their chapter on translation, they 
                                                   
3 The terms ACTOR and UNDERGOER are used as defined in Van Valin and LaPolla 1997. 
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show that translators should not limit themselves to finding a lexical, phrasal or even sentential 
equivalent in the RL. Translators also have to take into account other linguistic factors, such as 
information structure and textual context, as these might influence how sentences are constructed and 
linked together in the language. 

They show this with translations of an English official text into Russian and French. These two 
languages have different ways of presenting new information into a discourse. In the Russian translation 
of the English text the details of the date and location of the meeting are placed in first position in the 
first sentence and the number of sentences is kept the same as in the English text. In the French 
translation the new information is introduced by coordinate constructions rather than by subordinate 
constructions as in the English SL text, and two of the English text sentences are combined into one 
French sentence. This shows that in each case the translators need to know how to identify what is the 
new information in the English SL text and what is the appropriate morphosyntactic means of expressing 
this concept in the RL. 

It is interesting that Hatim and Munday advocate that the translator should pay attention to textual 
structure. They mention in several places that text or discourse analysis is relevant to translation. In their 
practical exercises they also expose the student of translation studies to some aspects of discourse 
structure and how these might have an impact on translation. Unfortunately, they do not give any 
exposition of what makes for a well-formed text nor how to go about conducting discourse analysis in 
the source or receptor language to determine where the contrasts might be. No doubt it would be beyond 
the remit of their work to do this. In any case they do not expect the translator to be intuitively aware of 
discourse factors. Indeed, many of their exercises are designed to make the translator aware of these 
factors. In order to develop an objective understanding of discourse structures in either the source or 
receptor language one would need to apply the principles set out in a work such as Dooley and 
Levinsohn (2001). In that textbook the authors teach the basic concepts of discourse structure and set 
out a methodology for discovering what those structures are in a given language. The basic resource for 
such an investigation is a set of well-formed natural texts in the language. So the best way for translators 
to become aware of the patterns of discourse structure in their own language is to study what makes for 
a well-formed text in their language. 

3 How linguistic research benefited the translation project 

In this section we describe some of the many and various ways that linguistic research supported and 
guided the Amele translation project. We will show that linguistic research applied from the beginning of 
the project even to the very end when the Amele NT was being typeset. 

3.1 Language survey 

Before beginning a language project, SIL will normally assess the language community in question to 
establish whether a language-development project is justified or not. In the Amele case an indigenous 
church was already established and there were some Scriptural, liturgical and hymnal materials available 
in the language. The Amele church had also asked SIL to provide help with Scripture translation. Thus 
there was prima facie evidence that an Amele language project was justified. Nevertheless, language 
survey was needed in order to: 

• identify the size and extent of the Amele language community and its dialects, 
• determine the vitality of the Amele language, 
• determine the linguistic repertoire of the Amele linguistic communities, i.e., the levels of 

bilingualism, 
• identify the sociolinguistic clusters of communities and discover whether any linguistic 

grouping was considered more prestigious, and 
• share with appropriate audiences the information gathered in the course of determining the 

above. 
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In order to achieve these goals, surveys were made of the Amele group in 1977/1978 and also later 
in 1988. The results of the sociolinguistic surveys were as follows: 
 

Factors for language vitality: 
• There were approximately 6,000 Amele speakers in 1976. 
• Amele speakers’ attitude was very positive to the language. 
• Amele was used in the home and in some public domains, e.g., church liturgy in Amele and 

Amele hymnbook. 
• In the 1930s, Amele had been considered the provincial “church” language and was used as the 

language of wider communication within the Lutheran Church community in Madang 
Province. In the 1970s and 1980s the Amele liturgy and hymnbook were still being used in 
some neighbouring language groups. 

 

Factors against language vitality: 
• Cross-cultural marriages might cause a decline in Amele language use as people used Tok Pisin 

instead in the home. 
• “Foreigners” moving into the Amele area and Amele speakers moving out of the area might 

cause a decline in language use and vitality. 
 

The sociolinguistic surveys also showed that levels of bilingualism were high in 1978. Nearly every-
one, apart from some older people, could speak Tok Pisin. Many younger people who had completed the 
education system could speak English. But most people still regarded Amele as their heart language and 
expressed an interest in having a Scripture translation in Amele. 

The initial findings on Amele dialects were written up in Roberts (1980b). These findings were 
based on word lists that were collected in 1977/1978. An analysis of these data showed that Amele had 
three main dialects, Haija, Hilu and Amele, and two lesser dialects, Ohu and Jagahala.4 Although the 
Hilu dialect had the largest number of speakers, the people wanted to use Haija for the translation 
project because the church literature was in that dialect. So for our language project we settled in 
Danben, the main village of the Haija dialect, and began our language study there. 

There was, in fact, an anomaly with the language survey data collected in 1977/1978. The word 
lists showed a number of phonetic differences that occurred in regular patterns. For example, an [r] 
often occurred in items on word lists taken from some villages, which corresponded to an [l] in items on 
word lists taken from other villages. There was also a similar correspondence between [d] and [t]. 
Where this type of regular sound correspondence occurred it was posited that these were cognate forms, 
although no attempt was made to formulate detailed rules of sound change or to reconstruct proto-forms. 
Where forms were totally dissimilar phonetically and there was no obvious way of relating them by 
patterns of correspondence, they were counted as noncognate. By using these phonetic contrasts to 
establish isoglosses, the geographical boundaries of the various Amele dialects could be established. 
However, a statistical count of cognate and noncognate items between villages did not produce patterns 
concordant with the isoglosses. 

A second language survey was undertaken ten years later in 1988 and the results of this survey 
along with those of the 1977/1978 survey were published in Roberts 1991a. This second survey was 
conducted primarily to find out what were the morphological differences in the verb forms in the various 
Amele dialects. But when I came back to the word lists gathered in 1977/1978 it immediately became 

                                                   
4 There is a village called Amele on the western edge of the language area. The name for the whole language group 
comes from this village as this is where Lutheran mission work in the area first began. The dialect spoken in this 
village and to the north of it is referred to as the Amele dialect. 
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clear to me why I had had such difficulty before in calculating credible cognate counts. Now that I knew 
the language much better, I could see that for a number of items on the word list there were several 
different responses that an informant could give, all of which would be equally valid. For example, in 
response to ‘neck’ an informant could give be ‘the front of the neck’ or du ‘the back of the neck’ or dodol 
‘the throat’. The item ‘tail’ had two valid responses in hohug or bitiɁ as did the item ‘fish’ in Ɂul or dɔl and 
the item ‘black’ in Ɂas and Ɂudu, where Ɂas would be applicable to describe an inanimate nominal and 
Ɂudu would be used only with an animate nominal. For some items, informants had responded with 
either a generic term or a specific term, e.g., for ‘wind’ the response could be either fufu ‘wind’ or baban 
‘the wind from the mountains’. Previously I had counted such different responses as noncognates and 
consequently arrived at a set of erroneous cognate counts. In my reassessment of the data I counted 
genuine synonyms, generic-specific and animate-inanimate items as cognate. This reassessment of the 
1977/1978 word list data produced cognate statistics almost completely concordant with the isogloss 
analysis. This demonstrates that if researchers know the language under investigation well they are 
better able to spot analytical errors. 

In any event, the sociolinguistic information from the initial language survey confirmed the Amele 
people’s view that a Scripture translation into Amele was justified. It also confirmed their intuitions 
about the dialects of Amele and how they related to each other. 

3.2 Text collection and linguistic research 

When we began working with the Amele people we wanted to be effective in our role as guides in the 
language project. We therefore learned to speak Amele so that we could communicate with the people in 
their own language. For this purpose we used the Language Learner’s Field Guide (Healey 1975), a 
publication produced by SIL-PNG. This book set out a step-by-step schedule both for learning the local 
language and for collecting appropriate data on language and culture. It was designed so that learning 
the language proceeds hand-in-hand with researching and analysing the language. After two years of 
following this approach we were reasonably fluent in the language and had completed enough research 
to be able to write up a phonological and grammatical description of the language. 

Integral to this schedule was the collection and transcription of natural texts in Amele. In most cases 
we asked a native speaker to orate and record a narrative. The narration would be a (folk) story, an 
historical account, a personal account, an explanation, a procedure and so on. After the recording we 
would then work with the author of the text to transcribe it. Sometimes we would record spontaneous 
texts, such as conversations or church sermons. Sometimes we asked people to write a story or a letter. 
We also trained several research assistants to do some of the recording and transcription. During this 
time we tried to identify those who were good storytellers so that we could get good examples of well-
formed texts. We obtained texts from both men and women and from the old and the young. After two to 
three years we had obtained a collection of over thirty texts of various types and genres, including both 
oral and written forms. These texts proved to be invaluable in all aspects of our research into the Amele 
language. They were also very helpful when we needed to show the Amele people themselves how their 
language worked. 

For the translation project the aim was to produce a translation that was exegetically accurate, fully 
comprehensible and natural. In order to check if the translation was natural we needed to have an 
accurate model of what constituted a natural and well-formed text in Amele. We could build that model 
only from an analysis of the corpus of natural Amele texts we had compiled. 

3.3 Phonological analysis and orthography 

Often, in a new language project the language in question does not have a written form. One of the first 
steps in developing the language is to devise a suitable orthography, a written form of the language. A 
phonological analysis and description of the sound system of the language enables the development of an 
accurate and readable writing system. A phonological analysis will: 
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• identify the phonemes and determine how best to write them, 
• determine the forms of words from the lexical phonological rules, 
• determine what constitutes an orthographic word, and 
• determine how to write tone (if present). 

 

With respect to the Amele language project, the language already had a body of literature and 
orthography. Even so, a phonological analysis was conducted and initial results were documented in 
Roberts 1979. After more extensive research, a full description was published in Roberts 1987. 

3.3.1 The orthographic representation of segments 

As far as segmental phonology is concerned, the main areas of controversy regarding Amele phonology, 
and the decisions made, were as follows: 
 

(2) Segmental phonology 
diphthongs: 

problem: analyse diphthongs as sequences of VV or VC 
solution: analyse as VV 

vowel length: 
problem: analyse vowel length as long vowels Vː or as geminate vowel clusters VV 
solution: analyse as VV 

[b], [p]: 
problem: analyse [b] and [p] as allophones of /b/ or as separate phonemes 
solution: analyse as allophones of /b/ in all word positions 

[g], [k]: 
problem: analyse [g] and [k] as allophones of /g/ or as separate phonemes 
solution: analyse as allophones of /g/ in non-initial word positions 

[d], [t]: 
problem: analyse [d] and [t] as allophones of /d/ or as separate phonemes 
solution: analyse as separate phonemes in all word positions 

glottal stop: 
problem: analyse [Ɂ] as subphonemic or as a full phoneme 
solution: analyse as a full phoneme in all word positions 

 

The orthography represented in the existing Amele literature did not follow the analyses given in 
(2) in several respects. For example, vowel length was represented as a long vowel, as shown in (3). The 
symbol <ä> was used to represent [ɛː] and the symbol <ô> to represent [ɔː]. The problem with this 
orthographic representation was that it could not be readily reproduced on a standard typewriter (which 
in those days was all the Amele people had access to) and consequently Amele people tended to write 
<ä> as plain <a> and <ô> as plain <o>. This produced orthographic ambiguities as illustrated in 
(3). 
 

(3) a. [mɛːn] /meen/ <män> ‘stone’ 
  cf. <man> ‘bird’   

 b. [dɔːl] /dool/ <dôl> ‘animal meat’ 
  cf. <dol> ‘ghost’   
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With regard to the representation of [b] and [p], [g] and [k], and [d] and [t], the existing ortho-
graphy represented these all as separate phonemes. The problem with this arrangement is that what is 
phonologically the same sound ends up being written in different ways depending on the lexical 
environment, as illustrated in (4). 
 

(4) a. ɁoboɁop ‘he walks’ 

  ɁoboɁobil ‘they walk’ 

 b. atek ‘his/her daughter’ 

  ategul ‘his/her daughters’ 
 

Finally, there was an issue with how the existing orthography represented the glottal stop. Research 
had found that the glottal stop distributes as a full phoneme: it occurs in both syllable onset and syllable 
coda positions and participates in CV reduplication processes (see Roberts 1991b). Even so, the designers 
of the existing orthography had decided to represent [Ɂ] in word-initial position with an apostrophe, and 
in other word positions with the symbol <c>. For reduplicated CV forms this orthographic convention 
produced an inconsistent representation, as illustrated in (5). 
 

(5) a. ’obon /Ɂobon/ ‘he walked’ 

 b. ’ocobon /ɁoɁobon/ ‘as he walked’ 
 

The analysis also showed that [Ɂ] could be contrasted with other stops in all word positions and 
could be contrasted with its absence in word-initial position. The latter has many minimal-pair contrasts, 
as illustrated in (6). Because the word-initial orthographic representation of the glottal stop was so 
minimal, it was often omitted in the literature and in ordinary writing. This again produced ambiguous 
orthographic forms. 
 

(6) With and without word-initial glottal stop 

Ɂam ‘sun’ am ‘group’ 

ɁadeɁ ‘to fight’ adeɁ ‘what like’ 

Ɂeu ‘fermented drink’ eu ‘that’ 

ɁeseɁ ‘to scoop’ eseɁ ‘to carry on head’ 

ɁihoɁ ‘to prick, poke’ ihoɁ ‘enough’ 

Ɂon ‘your lips’ on ‘he got’ 

ɁodoɁ ‘to beat, chop’ odoɁ ‘to do’ 

Ɂus ‘wild’ us ‘sleep’ 

3.3.2 The orthographic representation of words 

Another purpose of phonological study was to enable decisions to be made on what constituted an ortho-
graphic word in Amele. First of all, there were many word forms—such as host+clitic and reduplicated 
forms—that patterned as a single phonological word and justifiably should be represented orthographic-
ally as a unitary form. But besides these word forms, the existing orthography also represented many 
other categories of multiple word groupings as unitary orthographic forms. Secondly, there was linguistic 
and observational evidence that the verbal suffixation was morphosyntactically independent of the verb 
stem, though phonologically bound to the stem. The orthographic question here was whether the verb 
suffixation should be written attached to the verb stem or not. 

The first issue was how to handle the many forms written as unitary forms. On the one hand, 
example (7) illustrates lexical categories which can be analysed as morphosyntactically dependent 
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morphemes, i.e., they can occur only attached to a host element. In addition, these categories form a 
phonological word with the host. For both of these reasons, the resulting construction should be written 
as a unitary orthographic form. 
 

(7) Host+clitic forms: 

a. jobon+na ‘to the village’ [host+postposition] 

 village+to   

b. hugian+fi ‘if he will come’ [host+conjunction] 

 he.will.come+if   

c. ug͡ba hoia+fo ‘did he come?’ [host+sentence particle] 

 3sg he.came+QU   
 

On the other hand, the Amele literature also demonstrated many other multiple-word combinations 
written as unitary orthographic forms. Some examples are given in (8) (in each case, except meje, the 
attached element follows the host). However, none of the categories in (8) are morphosyntactically 
dependent on the adjoined element for their occurrence. Contrary to the existing orthography, they 
should therefore not be written attached to the adjoined element even though they may form a 
phonological word unit with the adjoined element. 
 

(8) Other host+attached item forms: 

a. +article b. +limiter 

 mel+oso ‘a boy’  me+bahiɁ ‘very good’ 

 dana+oso ‘a man’  ija+dih ‘just me’ 

 in+oso ‘whoever’  eu+himeɁ ‘only that’ 

 eeta+oso ‘whatever’  ami+gul ‘my own eyes’ 

c. +negator d. +adjective 

 Ɂa+g͡bee  ‘without’  kis+gun ‘Holy Spirit’ 
 me+g͡bee ‘no good’  deel+ben ‘Judgement Day’ 

 ihoɁ+g͡bee ‘unable’  me+je ‘the gospel’ (lit. ‘good talk’) 

 feɁ+dain ‘lest see’  na+babaleɁ ‘cross’ (lit. ‘crossed wood’) 
 

The second orthographic word issue we had to deal with was how to write the Amele verb. It had 
been observed that Ameles often wrote verbs with a word break between the verb stem and the verb 
suffixation (as the MTTs did when drafting out their translations). This occurred particularly with certain 
verb forms, viz. verbs with object-agreement markers (9), verbs with multisyllabic stems (10) and verbs 
with vowel-final stems (11). 
 

(9) Verbs with object-agreement markers (underlined): 

ɁahahaɁ g̲imei ‘he rescues us (SS)’ 

fanin tetegin ‘as they deceive me’ 

di teɁeb ‘he pulls me (DS)’ 

tem higian ‘he will test you’ 

Ɂesul adaga ‘help them’ 

ma aden ‘he said to them’ 
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(10) Verbs with multisyllablic stems: 

galal ena ‘it is drying’ 

g͡belel owain ‘they will not tremble’ 

ɁuɁui og͡bagan ‘they will fear’ 

ɁaɁagan eia ‘he spoke in his sleep’ 
 

(11) Verbs with vowel-final stems: 

sa egina ‘they are telling’ 

uta eia ‘he called’ 

mele eɁeb ‘he believes (DS)’ 

Ɂelebo egina ‘they are happy’ 
 

Even though the forms in (9), (10) and (11) are written with the verb stem separate from the verb 
suffixation, the phonological stress pattern indicates that the stem and the suffixation form a single unit. 
A linguistic analysis revealed that verb suffixation in Amele functions as a clitic auxiliary which attaches 
only to a construction headed by a predicate (see Roberts 1996). Part of the evidence for this analysis is 
that certain lexical items can occur between the verb stem and the verb suffixation. This happens when a 
limiter or negator is emphasised. Some examples of this are given in (12). So the orthographic question 
was whether verb suffixation should be written as attached to the verb stem or separate from it. 
 

(12) Lexical intrusion: 

a. Age Ɂesul bahiɁ t-eig-a. ‘They really helped me.’  

 3PL help really 1SG-3PL-TODP  

b. Eu gel Ɂain ag-a! ‘Do not scrape that!’  

 that scrape PROH 2SG-IMPER  

c. Saab man dih ig-a. ‘I just cooked the food.’  

 food cook just 1SG-TODP  

d. Ug͡ba feɁi g͡bee igi-na. ‘I am not watching her.’  

 3SG watch not 1SG-PRES  

3.3.3 The orthographic representation of vowel harmony 

It was observed that when the MTTs wrote certain forms of the inalienably possessed noun and certain 
verb forms, they wrote them according to the “younger people” column in (13). However, when the 
translation reviewers went over the translation, they typically wanted to change these forms to the ones 
shown under the “older people”column in (13). 
 

(13) Vowel harmony or not: 

Younger people Older people  

atanaga atanaga ‘their daughter’ 

memaga memega ‘their father’ 

binaga biniga ‘their aunt’ 

Ɂotaga Ɂotoga ‘their same-sex sibling’ 
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Ɂulunaga Ɂulunuga ‘their heart’ 

bilog͡bona bilug͡buna ‘we are sitting’ 

sulog͡bona sulug͡buna ‘we are lifting up’ 
 

Linguistic analysis determined that the difference between the younger people’s forms and the older 
people’s forms was one of vowel harmony. In the older people’s speech the non-final vowel in the noun 
and verb suffixation (underlined in (13)) harmonises with the vowel in the stem of the noun or verb. The 
noun and verb harmonisation systems are slightly different, but this is the basic principle. However, this 
vowel-harmony system does not apply in the speech of the younger people. So the orthographic question 
to resolve here was sociolinguistic, viz. do we prefer the younger people’s form of the language or the 
older people’s form? 

3.3.4 Decisions of the orthography committee 

In order to make decisions on Amele orthography we set up an orthography committee. This committee 
had representatives from most of the main Haija villages. The orthography committee met several times 
to discuss all of these issues and other issues regarding how to write Amele. Eventually, a consensus was 
reached. In most cases the advice from the linguistic research was followed, but not in all cases. For 
example, it was decided to keep the “foreign” spelling in the items in (14), which were all borrowed 
historically from the neighbouring Gedaged [gdd] language, even though Amele does not have an [ae] 
diphthong sequence. The details of the decisions of the orthography committee are given in Roberts 
1991c and 1992. 
 

(14) Items borrowed from Gedaged (Austronesian): 

saen ‘time’ 

taen ‘cloud(s)’ 

waeg ‘journey’ 
 

The final point to make is that even though the Amele language already had an orthography estab-
lished in the existing church literature, an independent linguistic analysis helped to identify the nature of 
the problems with that existing orthography and also provided sound advice on how to resolve the 
problems. Thus the Amele people could make informed decisions on how best to write their own 
language. For example, with regard to whether to write the vowel harmony illustrated in (13) or not, a 
decision was made on both linguistic and sociolinguistic grounds. On sociolinguistic grounds the older 
people had the final say as they were deemed to “know the language better” and on linguistic grounds it 
was decided that having the vowel harmony “made the Amele language more interesting”. So it was 
decided to include the vowel harmony in the NT translation. 

3.4 Grammatical analysis 

An analysis of the morphosyntax enables the grammatical constructions and categories which are 
idiosyncratic to the RL to be identified and compared with those of the translation SL. These may be 
similar or completely different. A morphosyntactic analysis also enables the grammatical types of the RL 
to be identified and compared with those of the SL. In section 2 we showed how significant differences 
in grammatical types between the source and receptor language are some of the main reasons for 
mistranslation. The differences illustrated included head-first versus head-last syntax, and accusative 
syntax versus ergative syntax. Another very important typological difference is dependent-marking 
versus head-marking syntax. An accurate and insightful analysis of the morphosyntax is also a 
prerequisite to any discourse analysis. The reason for this is that much of the discourse information is 
expressed by the morphosyntax. 
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3.4.1 Grammatical categories 

According to Givón (1984:272), the three categories of tense, aspect and modality set the event in a 
particular temporal context. They represent three different points of departure in our experience of time. 
Specifically, 

• tense indicates the location of an event in time, 
• aspect indicates the structure of an event in time, and 
• modality indicates the actuality of an event in time. 

 

An analysis of Amele morphosyntax revealed that Amele has very different tense, aspect and modal-
ity (TAM) categories from those found in English. Table 1 contrasts the TAM categories in English with 
those in Amele. This shows that none of these categories are the same between the two languages. For 
example, with regard to tense, English has a simple binary past-versus-nonpast distinction marked on the 
verb, whereas Amele has verbal affixation which distinguishes three degrees of past tense and two 
degrees of future tense. These categories are all distinguished from the present tense. Another contrast is 
that whereas “future” is a tense category in Amele expressed by affixation on the verb, in English this 
category is expressed by the modal verb will (which is why some analyse “future” in English as a 
modality category). 

Table 1: Grammatical categories compared: TAM categories 

English (tense prominent) Amele (modality prominent) 

Tense: past vs. nonpast, perfect Tense: present, today’s past, yesterday’s past, 
remote past, future, prospective 

Aspect: progressive, perfective Aspect: past habitual, iterative (regular and 
irregular), durative 

Modality: future; deontic: permissive, 
obligative, abilitative; epistemic: 
necessary, possible; subjunctive; etc. 

Modality: realis vs. irrealis, counterfactual, 
conditional, apprehensive, optative, 
hortative, permissive, supplicative, etc. 

 

With regard to tense, there is also a difference between English and Amele in how orientation to the 
time line is perceived. In a language like English the perception is that the speakers face forward to the 
future and the past is behind them. For example, English speakers would typically say they are looking 
“forward” to future events and “back” to past events. Some actual headline examples illustrate this: 
“Australians are looking forward to a solar future” and “A look back at the past week, with our weekly 
round up of Yorkshire Dales News”. But in other languages the temporal orientation is the opposite. For 
example, the Aymara [aym] language spoken in the Peruvian Andes uses nayra, the basic word for ‘eye’, 
‘front’ or ‘sight’, to mean ‘past’ and uses qhipa, the basic word for ‘back’ or ‘behind’, to mean ‘future’. So, 
for example, the expression nayra mara ‘last year’ can be literally glossed as ‘front year’. Similarly, with 
respect to Amele, future events are referred to as hibna ‘behind’ (lit. ‘at the back’) and past events are 
referred to as wele ‘before’. So in Amele, as in Aymara, the perceived orientation to the time line is that 
of facing the past, with one’s back to the future. 

3.4.1.1 Translation issues with tense 

While the past-versus-nonpast tense contrast in English appears to be relatively simple, Halliday and 
Hasan (1979:184–186) show that a complex system of tense contrasts can be expressed in English. Some 
examples of how this works are given in (15). Here, (15a) illustrates one order of complexity, (15b) 
illustrates two orders, and (15c) illustrates three. Halliday and Hasan list thirty-six other possible 
combinations and say the most complex tense form in English is one like had been going to have been 
playing, which is ‘present in past in future in past in past’. Although this system of tense selection appears 
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complex, it is based on two very simple principles: (1) that there is a choice of past, present and future, 
and (2) that this choice may be made repeatedly (within limits), each new choice taking the previous 
one as its point of departure. This is a system of relative tense expression. While it is possible to relate 
the event directly to its report by absolute expressions, as in (15a), it is also possible to relate the event 
indirectly to its report via other referential points in time, as in (15b) and (15c). 
 

(15) Complex relative tense expression in English 

a. took past 

 takes present 

 will take future 
 

b. had taken past in past 

 has taken past in present 

 will have taken past in future  
 

c. was going to have taken past in future in past 

 is going to have taken past in future in present 

 will be going to have taken past in future in future  
 

Whereas English has a complexity of relative tense expressions, Amele has a complexity of absolute 
tense expressions, as illustrated in (16).5 
 

(16) Complex absolute tense expression in Amele 

a. h-ona ‘he comes/is coming’ 

 come-3SG.PRES  

b. h-oi-a ‘he came (today)’ 

 come-3SG-TODP  

c. h-oi-an ‘he came (yesterday)’ 

 come-3SG-YESTP  

d. h-on ‘he came (before yesterday)’ 

 come-3SG.REMP  

e. h-ugi-an ‘he will come’ 

 come-3SG-FUT  

f. h-ugi-a ‘he is about to come’ 

 come-3SG-PROSP  
 

As already mentioned, Amele has degrees of past tense expression and degrees of future tense 
expression. However, unlike English, none of these tense expressions can be combined to express a 
relative tense complex. They are all absolute tense expressions. Thus, whereas English has the option of 
absolute or relative tense expression, Amele has only the option of absolute tense expression. The 
                                                   
5 The notions of absolute tense and relative tense are from Comrie 1985. 
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consequence for translation is that none of the English past-in-past expressions chosen randomly from 
Matthew’s gospel in (17) can be translated as such into Amele. 
 

(17) Past-in-past expressions in Matthew’s gospel6 
Matt 8.10: When Jesus heard this, he was astonished and said to those following him, “I tell you the 

truth, I have not found anyone in Israel with such great faith”. 
Matt 9.8: When the crowd saw this, they were filled with awe; and they praised God, who had given 

such authority to men. 
Matt 9.13: But go and learn what this means: ‘I desire mercy, not sacrifice’. For I have not come to 

call the righteous, but sinners. 
Matt 9.18: While he was saying this, a ruler came and knelt before him and said, “My daughter has 

just died. But come and put your hand on her, and she will live”. 
Matt 11.1: After Jesus had finished instructing his twelve disciples, he went on from there to teach 

and preach in the towns of Galilee. 
Matt 11.27a: All things have been commited to me by my Father. 
Matt 13.11: He replied, “The knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven has been given to 

you, but not to them”. 
Matt 14.2: And he said to his attendants, “This is John the Baptist; he has risen from the dead! That 

is why miraculous powers are at work in him”. 
Matt 17.12: But I tell you, Elijah has already come, and they did not recognise him, but have done to 

him everything they wished. In the same way the Son of Man is going to suffer at their hands. 
Matt 26.75: Then Peter remembered the word Jesus had spoken: “Before the rooster crows, you will 

disown me three times”. And he went outside and wept bitterly. 
Matt 27.3–4a: When Judas, who had betrayed him, saw that Jesus was condemned, he was seized 

with remorse and returned the thirty silver coins to the chief priests and the elders. “I have 
sinned”, he said, “for I have betrayed innocent blood”. 

 

Instead, in Amele the translator has to be alert as to when to use the appropriate degree of absolute 
tense. For example, in Matt 27.4 in example (17), the verbs have sinned and have betrayed are expressed 
as past in past in English. However, in the context of the speech utterance, Judas is reporting an event 
that took place the previous night. In Amele culture a “day” in respect of degrees of past tense is a 
complete day-night cycle. The dawn is the start of a new day, i.e., a new day-night cycle. In Matt 27.1 it 
says ‘Early in the morning, all the chief priests and the elders of the people came to the decision to put 
Jesus to death’. Thus, assuming that they met some time early in the morning after dawn, from the 
Amele perspective the report by Judas in 27.4 would refer to events that happened on the previous day. 
The Amele translation therefore needs to be in yesterday’s past tense, as shown in (18). 
 

(18) Ija silail m-ig-an. 

 1SG sin put-1SG-YESTP 

 Ija dana deweg je=Ɂa g͡bee uqa=nu ob m-ig-an. 

 1SG man body talk=with not 3SG=about betray put-1SG-YESTP 

 ‘I sinned (yesterday). I betrayed (yesterday) a man without fault.’ 
 

                                                   
6 Unless indicated otherwise, Scripture quotations in this paper are from the New International Version. 
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Note that this principle does not apply to had spoken in Matt 26.75 in example (17). This verb 
reports an event described in Matt 26.34 in the gospel text and relates this event to the event of “Peter 
remembered” in Matt 26.75. So had spoken describes a past-in-past event in terms of the time frame of 
the narrative. In the context of the actual events, the event of Jesus speaking occurred on the same night 
as the event of Peter remembering. If this were direct speech then in Amele terms it would be “I 
remember-PRESENT TENSE Jesus said-TODAY’S PAST TENSE”. But the time frame of the narrative places the 
“remember” event in the remote past and therefore the “had spoken” event also has to be in the remote 
past tense, as illustrated in example (19). Amele does not have the means through tense marking of 
placing the “Jesus speaking” event as past in past with respect to the “Peter remembering” event as 
English does but instead uses an adverb wele ‘before’. 
 

(19) Pita Jisas wele ma-d-on, “…” 

 Peter Jesus before say-3SG-3SG.REMP  

 d-on eunu dahig fogo d-oɁo-b7 

 3SG-3SG.REMP that.for ear remember 3SG-DS-3SG 

 ‘Peter remembered that Jesus told him previously, “…”’ 
 

There is another temporal mismatch which has further consequences than just for the translation 
itself. It was mentioned above that Amele culture perceives the twenty-four-hour day as a day-night 
cycle where a new twenty-four-hour day begins at dawn. With respect to the tense system, an event that 
occurred the previous night is usually reported in yesterday’s past tense because the previous night 
belongs to yesterday. In contrast to this, first-century Jewish culture understood that unlike regular days, 
which began at sunrise, holy or festival days began at sunset.8 This is why, for example, Luke recounts in 
Luke 23.50–54 that Joseph of Arimathea requested Pilate for Jesus’ body in order to bury him before the 
Sabbath began at sunset. So if we wanted to report an event occurring on a festival day from the 
perspective of first-century Jewish culture but using the Amele tense system, then an event of the 
previous night would need to be reported using today’s past tense rather than yesterday’s past tense. But 
this would be ungrammatical or rather unsemantic in Amele, so we cannot do this. 

However, adopting the Amele day-night understanding of the 24-hour day in the translation sets 
things up for a misinterpretation of an important prophecy of Jesus in the “sign of Jonah” passages in 
Matt 12.40 and Luke 11.30. In Matt 12.40 Jesus says, “For as Jonah was three days and three nights in 
the belly of a huge fish, so the Son of Man will be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth”. 
The expression “three days and three nights” refers to three 24-hour time periods or portions thereof. 
This passage refers to Christ’s passion which began when Judas led the crowd sent by the chief priests 
and elders to the garden of Gethsemane. There Judas identified Jesus with a kiss. At this moment Jesus 
came under the domain and power of men and they were able to arrest him, and then beat him and flog 
him, and eventually crucify him. This is what “in the heart of the earth” means. This episode is called 
Christ’s suffering or passion (το παθειν) in Luke 24.25–27, 24.45–49 and Acts 1.3. Under a Jewish night-

                                                   
7 Here “he remembered” is expressed as a medial verb with switch-reference marking. This verb is dependent on the 
final verb in the clause chain for its tense desinence, which in this case is ɁuɁuli nui ben bahic qaj-en ‘leave go (out) 
big very cry-3SG.REMP’, ‘he left and went outside and cried greatly’. Thus fogo doɁob ‘he remembered’ is specified for 
remote past tense. 
8 Cassuto (1961:28–29) demonstrates by a careful examination of the biblical text that whenever clear reference is 
made to the relationship between a given day and the next, it is precisely sunrise that is counted as the beginning of 
the second day. He shows that throughout the Bible there is only one system of computing time: the day is 
considered to begin in the morning. But in regard to the Jewish festivals and appointed times, the Torah ordains that 
they shall be observed also on the night of the preceding day. 
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day cycle the time of Jesus’ arrest was already Friday and Jesus was later crucified on that same day. 
Then he was in the tomb for Saturday and rose from the dead on Sunday (the first day of the week, e.g., 
Luke 24.1). Thus Jesus was “three days and three nights in the heart of the earth”, i.e., Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday. But from an Amele perspective the night when Jesus was betrayed and arrested was 
Thursday night (seeing as Friday starts at dawn) and his passion would have continued over Thursday 
(night), Friday, Saturday and Sunday—four days, and therefore the prophecy of Jesus in Matt 12:40 and 
Luke 11:30 would not have been accurately fulfilled. The prophecy given in Matt 12:40 and Luke 11:30 
can be true only in the context of a first-century Jewish religious and temporal worldview. 

3.4.1.2 Translation issues with modality 

Apart from the mismatches in the TAM categories between English and Amele, table 1 in section 3.4.1 
also indicates that whereas English is tense prominent, Amele is modality prominent. According to a 
cross-linguistic study by Bhat (1999), languages can be classified as tense prominent, aspect prominent 
or mood (modality) prominent. English is categorised as a tense prominent language using the following 
parameters: 1) grammaticalisation, 2) obligatoriness, 3) systematicity and 4) pervasiveness. 

Grammaticalisation 

The past/nonpast tense distinction in English is marked by -ed inflection on the verb. The aspectual 
distinctions are marked by a combination of auxiliary verb and discontinuous suffixation, e.g., 
progressive is marked by be … -ing and perfective is marked by have … -en/-ed. The modal distinctions 
are marked by modal verbs, e.g., can, may, shall, must. 

Obligatoriness 

Every finite indicative verb in English has to be inflected for tense. In addition, a tensed verb in English 
must have a subject, whereas an untensed verb cannot take a subject. Examples (20a) and (20b) have a 
tensed verb but example (20c) has an untensed infinitive verb and (20d) has an untensed participle. 
 

(20) a. I walk to work every day. [−past tense] 

 b. I walked to work yesterday. [+past tense] 

 c. *I to walk to work [−tense] 

 d. *I walking to work [−tense] 
 

The past/nonpast tense distinction applies even if for some verbs the inflection is not realised 
phonologically. It can be readily demonstrated that (21b) is [+past tense] if one adds an auxiliary verb 
that does realise the past tense morpheme phonologically, as in (21c). 
 

(21) a. I beat the rat race every day. [−past tense] 

 b. I beat the rat race yesterday. [+past tense] 

 c. I did/*do beat the rat race yesterday.  
 

Tense is therefore obligatory. This is not the case with the aspects and moods as it is not obligatory 
that these distinctions be marked on the verb. 
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Systematicity 

All finite indicative verbs have to be marked for tense. By contrast, the progressive aspect cannot apply 
to certain verbs, such as stative verbs, as illustrated in example (22). Thus, tense marking applies 
systematically to all verbs but aspect marking does not. 
 

(22) a. I know the answer. [−progressive aspect] 

 b. *I am knowing the answer. [+progressive aspect] 

Pervasiveness 

Past/nonpast tense forms apply to the aspect and modal verb distinctions. The subjunctive also has a 
past/nonpast distinction marked. 
 

Table 2. English past/nonpast distinctions 

 Past Nonpast 

Progressive was/were … -ing be … -ing 

Perfective had … -en/-ed have … -en/-ed 

Modals: could can 

 might may 

 should shall 

 would will 

 had toa must 

Subjunctive were be 
aThe modal auxiliary must does not have a past tense form, being 
originally the past tense form of mote; instead, had to is used to express the 
past form of must. 

 

Koine Greek is more difficult to assess with regard to TAM prominence. Regarding the form of the 
TAM marking in Koine Greek, we can note the following: 

• Past is distinguished from nonpast by the augment ἐ- (aorist), λε- (perfect), or (ἐ) λε- 
(pluperfect). 

• Future is distinguished by σ/θ, which also marks aorist. 
• Perfect (resultative state) is marked by κ. 
• All the past “tenses” collapse into one aorist subjunctive. 
• The aorist subjunctive is used for future factual conditions. 
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The TAM categories are organised as follows: 
 

1. Tense: A past/nonpast distinction is marked on all indicative verb forms 
with past marked by [+augment] and nonpast by [−augment]. 
Future is marked on the future tense by σ/θ. This distinguishes 
future from present in the nonpast tenses. 
However, σ/θ also marks aorist, a past tense. 

2. Aspect: The perfective/imperfective aspect distinction applies to all tenses 
except future. 

3. Modality: Subjunctive only applies to present and aorist tenses. This is similar 
to English be (present subjunctive) and were (past subjunctive). 
All the past “tenses” collapse into one aorist subjunctive. 
The aorist subjunctive is used for future factual conditions. 

 

On balance, Koine Greek can be judged to be a tense prominent language for the following reasons: 
• The past/nonpast tense distinction applies to all the indicative verb forms and the subjunctive 

forms. 
• The perfective/imperfective aspect distinction does not apply to future tense nor to subjunctive 

mood. 
• The indicative/subjunctive mood distinction does not apply to all tenses and aspects. 
• The future tense marking is extended to the aorist tense/aspect. 
• The unreality of conditions is based on futurity. 

 

By contrast, in Amele it is the realis-versus-irrealis modality distinction that is the prominent TAM 
category. Amele, like many Papuan languages, has clause chaining with switch-reference (SR) marking 
on the nonfinal or medial verbs in the clause chain. The SR is marked by one set of morphology that 
indicates that the subject of the following verb is the same as the subject of the marked verb, and one set 
of morphology that indicates that the subject of the following verb is different from the subject of the 
marked verb. This SR morphology also distinguishes sequential events from simultaneous events. The 
different subject/simultaneous event morphology also depends on whether the final TAM category in the 
clause chain is realis or irrealis. Example (23) illustrates realis TAM categories and example (24) irrealis 
TAM categories. So, in Amele the realis/irrealis distinction divides all the TAM categories and is the 
prominent category. Roberts (1990, 1994) describes how this type of realis/irrealis division of TAM 
categories applies to a range of Papuan languages. 
 

(23) Realis TAM categories in Amele 

a. Ho bu-busal-en age g͡b-oin. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.R 3PL hit-3PL.REMP 

 ‘They killed the pig (before yesterday) as it ran out.’ 

b. Ho bu-busal-en age g͡b-oig-an. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.R 3PL hit-3PL.YESTP 

 ‘They killed the pig (yesterday) as it ran out.’ 
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c. Ho bu-busal-en age g͡b-oig-a. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.R 3PL hit-3PL-TODP 

 ‘They killed the pig (today) as it ran out.’ 

d. Ho bu-busal-en age g͡b-ogi-na. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.R 3PL hit-3PL.PRES 

 ‘They are killing the pig as it runs out.’ 

e. Ho bu-busal-en age g͡b-ol-oig. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.R 3PL hit-HABP-3PL 

 ‘They used to kill the pig as it ran out.’ 
 

(24) Irrealis TAM categories in Amele 

a. Ho bu-busal-eb age g͡b-oqag-an.  

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.IR 3PL hit-3PL-FUT 

 ‘They will kill the pig as it runs out.’ 

b. Ho bu-busal-eb age g͡b-oig-a. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.IR 3PL hit-3PL-IMPER 

 ‘Kill the pig as it runs out.’ 

c. Ho bu-busal-eb ege g͡b-oɁ=nu. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.IR 1PL hit-INF=HO 

 ‘Let us kill the pig as it runs out.’ 

d. Ho bu-busal-eb age g͡b-ou-b. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.IR 3PL hit-CNTR-3PL 

 ‘They would/should have killed the pig as it ran out.’ 

e. Ho bu-busal-eb Ɂain g͡b-uwain. 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.IR PROH hit-NEGF.3PL 

 ‘Don’t kill the pig as it runs out.’ 

f. Ho bu-busal-eb age g͡b-uwain (dain). 

 pig DUR-run.out-3SG.DS.SIM.IR 3PL hit-NEGF.3PL lest 

 ‘Lest they kill the pig as it runs out.’ 
 

As well as having a grammatical, obligatory and systematic application in the TAM categories in 
Amele, the realis/irrealis distinction is also pervasive in that Amele has a realis conditional conjunction 
fi ‘if.R’ and an irrealis conditional conjunction mi ‘if.IR’. The fi ‘if.R’ conditional can be used only in 
conjunction with the present or future tense and the mi ‘if.IR’ conditional can be used only with the 
counterfactual mood. 

There is actually a difference between Koine Greek, English and Amele in how irrealis conditions 
are specified. Specifically, in Koine Greek irrealis conditions are located in the future, in English they are 
located in the present and in Amele they are located in the past. This means that some conditional state-
ments in the NT cannot be translated into Amele with the same meaning content as specified in the SL 
text. 
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According to Wenham (1965:167), Koine Greek uses subjunctive (irrealis) modality (and ἐαν (εἰ + 
ἀν) in the protasis) for factual future conditions, and indicative (realis) modality for all other conditions. 
Thus in Koine Greek irrealis conditions are located in the future. This is illustrated in (25). 
 

(25) Irrealis conditionality in Koine Greek: 
1. Conditions of fact 

a. Past 
 εἰ τὸν οἰκοδεσπότην βεεζεβοὺλ ἐπεκάλεσαν [realis] 

 if the housemaster Beelzebub they call.AOR  

 πόσῳ μᾶλλον τοὺς οἰκιακοὺς αὐτοῦ  

 how.much more the household of.him  

 ‘If they have called the master of the house Beelzebul, 
how much more will they malign those of his household!’ (Matt 10.25; ESV) 

 

b. Present 
 εἰ υἱὸς εἰ τοῦ Θεοῦ [realis] 
 if son you.are.PRES the of.God 
 βάλε σεαυτὸν κάτω 

 throw yourself down 
 ‘If you are the Son of God …throw yourself down from here.’ (Matt 4.6) 

 

c. Future 
 ἐὰν μόνον ἅψωμαι τοῦ ἱματίου αὐτοῦ [irrealis] 
 if only I.might.touch.SBJV the garment of.him  

 σωθήσομαι 

 I.be.made.well.FUT 
 ‘If I [could] only touch his garment, I will be made well.’ (Matt 9.21; ESV) 

 

2. Conditions contrary to fact (εἰ in protasis and ἀν in apodosis) 

a. Past (uses aorist) 

 εἰ γὰρ ἐδόθη νόμος ὁ δυνάμενος ζῳοποιῆσαι [realis] 

 if for was.given.AOR law the being.able to.make.alive  

 ὄντως ἐκ νόμου ἂν ἦν ἡ δικαιοσύνη 

 really by law would.have been the righteousness 
 ‘If a law had been given that could give life, then righteousness would indeed be by 

the law.’ (Gal 3.21; ESV) 
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b. Present (uses imperfect) 

 εἰ γὰρ ἐπιστεύετε Μωϋσεῖ [realis] 
 if for you.believe.IMPF Moses  

 ἐπιστεύετε ἂν ἐμοί 

 you.believed would.have me 
 ‘If you believed Moses (now), you would believe me.’ (John 5.46) 

 

In English, contrary-to-fact conditions are expressed with the were subjunctive mood. According to 
Quirk et al. (1985:158) only the past form were subjunctive is hypothetical or unreal in meaning; the 
present subjunctive is not. But the were subjunctive has a present rather than a past meaning. Thus in 
English irrealis conditions are located in the present. The conditional forms for English are illustrated in 
(26). 
 

(26) Irrealis conditionality in English 
1. Conditions of fact: 

Past  if it was so … 
Present: if it is so … 
Present if it be so …  [subjunctive] 

2. Conditions contrary to fact: 
Past:  if it were so … [subjunctive] [irrealis] 
  if I were you … 

 

Amele uses counterfactual (irrealis) modality and the irrealis mi ‘if.IR’ conditional for contrary-to-
fact conditions in the past and the realis fi ‘if.R’ conditional for present and future conditions. Thus in 
Amele irrealis conditions are located in the past. Example (27) illustrates this. 
 

(27) Irrealis conditionality in Amele: 
1. Conditions of fact: 

a. Past 

 [Cannot be expressed with fi ‘if.R’; has to be a statement of fact.] 

b. Present 

 hina Anut Mela-h fi [realis] 

 you God son-3SG.POSR if.R  

 busali ton-og-a 

 jump descend-2SG-IMPER  
 ‘If you are the Son of God, jump down.’ (Matt 4.6) 

c. Future 

 ija ug͡ba=na lotoɁ dih g͡bud-ud-oɁo-min=fi [realis] 

 1SG 3SG=of cloth just touch-3SG-DS-1SG=if.R  

 ija hag me-t-igi-an 

 1SG sick well-1SG-3SG-FUT  
 ‘If I (will) just touch his garment, I will be made well.’ (Matt 9.21) 
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2. Conditions contrary to fact: 

a. Past (uses the counterfactual irrealis tense) 

 Age ege=na sihul bil-oub=mi [irrealis] 

 3PL 1PL=of tribe sit-3PL.CNTR=if.IR  

 age ege gami gaid bil-oum. 

 3PL 1PL associated always sit-1PL.CNTR 

 ‘If they had been of our tribe, they would have been with us.’ (1 John 2.19) 

b. Present 

 [Present contrary-to-fact conditions cannot be expressed in Amele.] 
 

To summarise, in Koine Greek the irrealis modality (subjunctive) applies to future conditions of fact, 
in English the irrealis modality (subjunctive) applies to present conditions contrary to fact and in Amele 
the irrealis modality (counterfactual) applies to past conditions contrary to fact. The problem that arose 
in translation was that we could not maintain both the temporal setting (past, present or future) and the 
modality (realis or irrealis) in translating contrary-to-fact conditional statements into Amele. Consider 
John 14.2 in (28). 
 

(28) Translating conditions of irreality in John 14.2 

a. εἰ δὲ μή εἰπον ἂν ὑμιν [present + realis] 

 if but not I.told would.have you  

b. ‘If it were not so, I would have told you.’ [past form, present sense + irrealis] 

c. Eu odi g͡bee nij-oub=mi [past + irrealis] 

 that like not lie-3SG.CNTR=if.IR  

ija g͡bee ma-ad-oum, “Ija ono age=na bileɁ Ɂudun 

1sg not say-3PL-1SG.CNTR  1SG there 3PL=of sit.NOM place 

eeld-oɁ=nu nu-ig-en”, ad-oum. 

prepare-INF=for go-1SG-FUT 3PL-1SG.CNTR 

‘If it had not been so, I would not have told you,“I will go to prepare your places”.’ 
 

The Koine Greek in (28a) expresses a contrary-to-fact condition with εἰ in the protasis and ἂν in the 
apodosis. It is in the present tense and therefore realis modality. The translation into English in (28b) 
from the New International Version also expresses a contrary-to-fact condition. But the form of the verb 
is past tense with a present meaning. It is also irrealis modality. In order to translate the contrary-to-fact 
meaning into Amele (28c), the counterfactual expression has to be used, which only has a past 
orientation, and the mi ‘if.IR’ conditional conjunction also has to be used. Thus both the present time 
orientation and realis modality of the condition in the Greek have been exchanged for a past time 
orientation and irrealis modality of the condition in the Amele translation. But the contrary-to-fact 
conditional meaning is preserved. 
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3.4.1.3 Translation issues with imperative 

Linguistic research showed that Amele has degrees of imperative which become less demanding as one 
adds different levels of irreality. The basic imperative is expressed by the suffix -a on the verb.9 An 
example is given in (29a). This is a typical greeting among the Amele people. However, one can “soften” 
the imperative in different ways. First, one can use the permissive particle le which expresses ‘permission 
granted’, as in (29b). A further softening can be achieved by using the irrealis form of the medial verb, as 
in (29c). Finally, the most inoffensive imperative can be expressed by the particle mo, which expresses 
supplication, as in (29d). 
 

(29) Degrees of imperative expression in Amele 

a. Ɂeb it-ag-a 

 betel.nut 1SG-2SG-IMPER 

‘Give me betel nut.’ 

b. hina Ɂeb it-ag-a le 

 2SG betel.nut 1SG-2SG-IMPER PERM 

‘You can/may give me betel nut.’ 

c. hina Ɂeb iit-em 

 2SG betel.nut DUR.1SG-2SG.DS.SIM.IR 

‘If you give me betel nut …’ 

d. hina Ɂeb it-ag-a mo 

 2SG betel.nut 1SG-2SG-IMPER SUPP 

‘Would you give me betel nut, please.’ 
 

English can also express degrees of politeness when giving commands but the forms are different 
from those in Amele. Simple imperatives or commands serve this purpose, but to maintain good social 
relations and in order not to be considered rude, one has alternative forms available. For the sentences in 
example (30), set in the context of ordering a meal in a restaurant, the most polite form is to make the 
request in the form of a question (30a) since that gives the greatest option of refusing to cooperate. The 
next level of politeness down is to give the order as a statement that simply implies that something 
should be done, as in (30b) or (30c). The command (30d) and elliptical command (30e) are the least 
polite. For the purposes of translating imperatives from an English source text into Amele the translator 
would need to match the degree of politeness in the English form to that in the Amele form. 
 

(30) a. Could I have a mushroom pizza? Most polite 
b. I’d like a mushroom pizza. 
c. I want a mushroom pizza. 
d. Bring me a mushroom pizza. 
e. A mushroom pizza.   Least polite 

                                                   
9 This form is actually identical to the form that expresses today’s past tense. 
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3.4.1.4 Translation issues with negation 

Linguistic research revealed that sentence negation in Amele is expressed by several different forms. 
Firstly, the particle gb͡ee ‘not’ can negate the sentence. It always precedes the verb but not the subject. It 
need not be in agreement with the verb, as shown in (31). In (31a) the verb expresses present tense, in 
(31b) past habitual aspect, and in (31c) counterfactual mood. 
 

(31) Forms of sentence negation without verbal agreement 

a. Ija jobon=na g͡bee bil-igi-na. ‘I am not living in the village.’ 

 1SG village=in not sit-1SG-PRES  

b. Ija jobon=na g͡bee bil-ol-ig. ‘I did not used to live in the village.’ 

 1SG village=in not sit-HABP-1SG  

c. Ija jobon=na g͡bee bil-oum. ‘I would not live in the village.’ 

 1SG village=in not sit-CNTR.1SG  
 

Secondly, the negator gb͡ee ‘not’ can be in agreement with the verb, as in (32). All the affirmative 
past tenses (today’s past, yesterday’s past and remote past) collapse into one negative past form -el, as 
shown in (32a). The negative future tense has a different form of agreement with g͡bee ‘not’, taking the 
suffix -aun, as shown in (32b). 
 

(32) Forms of sentence negation with verbal agreement 

a. Ija jobon=na g͡bee bil-el-em. ‘I did not live in the village.’ 

 1SG village=in not sit-NEGP-1SG  

b. Ija jobon=na g͡bee bil-ig-aun. ‘I will not live in the village.’ 

 1SG village=in not sit-1SG-NEGF  
 

In addition, sentence negation can be expressed by the prohibitor Ɂain, as shown in (33a). This 
particle must co-occur with negative future tense on the verb. However, a prohibitive sentence can be 
negated with g͡bee ‘not’, as shown in (33b). In addition, (33c) shows that the negative future tense can 
also be expressed with the apprehensive sentence-final particle dain ‘lest’, and the apprehensive mood 
can in turn also be negated with gb͡ee, as in (33d). 
 

(33) Other forms of sentence negation 

a. Jobon=na Ɂain bil-ag-aun. ‘Do not live in the village!’ 

 village=in PROH sit-2SG-NEGF  

b. Jobon=na Ɂain g͡bee bil-ag-aun. ‘Do not not live in the village!’ 

 village=in PROH not sit-2SG-NEGF  

c. ug͡ba jobon=na bil-i-aun dain ‘lest he live in the village’ 

 3SG village=in sit-3SG-NEGF APPR  

d. ug͡ba jobon=na g͡bee bil-i-aun dain ‘lest he not live in the village’ 

 3SG village=in not sit-3SG-NEGF APPR  

 

The negators g͡bee and Ɂain can also be embedded within the verb to express emphasis, as in (34). 
(Note that in the Amele orthography, it was decided to write the verb, negator and affixation as separate 
words.) 
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(34) Negator embedding 

a. Ug͡ba feɁi g͡bee igi-na. ‘I am NOT watching her.’  

 3SG watch not 1SG-PRES  

b. Eu gel Ɂain ag-a! ‘Do NOT scrape that!’  

 that scrape PROH 2SG-IMPER  
 

Compare the Amele system of negation expression with that in English where, apart from lest, the 
negator not is used to express all forms of sentence negation. 

Linguistic research also found that where there is a choice between negating the subordinate clause 
and negating the superordinate clause, negation of the superordinate clause is preferred. So (35a) is 
preferred over (35b). 
 

(35) a. Ija saab faj-ig-en=nu g͡bee h-ol-om. 

  1SG food buy-1SG-FUT=for not come-NEGP-1SG 

  ‘I did not come to buy food.’ 

 b. Ija g͡bee saab faj-ig-aun=nu h-ug-a. 

  1SG not food buy-1SG-NEGF=for come-1SG-TODP 

  ‘I came not to buy food.’ 

3.4.2 Reflexives and reciprocals 

Linguistic research determined that in Amele reflexivity is expressed by reflexive pronouns and 
reciprocity is expressed by a special form of the verb. The reflexive pronoun is a personal pronoun with 
the suffix -dodoɁ attached. Some examples are given in (36). 
 

(36) Reflexive pronouns 

a. Ija ija-dodoɁ g͡b-ug-a. 

 1SG 1SG-REFL hit-1SG-TODP 

 ‘I hit myself.’ 

b. Dana age-dodoɁ g͡b-ogi-na. 

 man 3PL-REFL hit-3PL-PRES 

 ‘The men are hitting themselves.’ 
 

A reciprocal event is expressed by verb forms such as those in (37). In (37a) the stem of the verb 
g͡boɁ ‘to hit’ is represented by a mutually referential switch-reference verbal construction gb͡oɁob gb͡oɁob 
‘hei hit himj hej hit himi’ and this is followed by subject agreement morphology which agrees with the 
matrix subject dana age ‘man they’. In (37b) the switch-reference verbal construction is formed off the 
direct object agreement marker -d ‘3SG’ and in (37c) the switch-reference verbal construction is formed 
off the oblique object agreement marker -t ‘3SG’. In (37c) the oblique object functions as benefactee. 
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(37) Reciprocal verbs 

a. Dana age g͡b-oɁo-b g͡b-oɁo-b egi-na. 

 man 3PL hit-DS-3SG hit-DS-3SG 3PL-PRES 

 ‘The men are hitting each other.’ 
 

b. Ege Ɂesul  d-oɁo-b d-oɁo-b oq-a. 

 1PL help 3SG-DS-3SG 3SG-DS-3SG 1PL-TODP 

 ‘We helped each other.’ 

c. Ale jaɁas g͡bet-i t-oɁo-b t-oɁo-b esi-a. 

 3DU tobacco cut-APPL 3SG-DS-3SG 3SG-DS-3SG 3DU-TODP 

 ‘They (2) cut tobacco for each other.’ 
 

In contrast to Amele, Koine Greek and English both express reflexivity and reciprocity 
pronominally, e.g., ἑαυτους ‘themselves’ and ἀλληλους ‘one another’. In some cases the Greek reciprocal 
form can be translated into English with a reflexive form and it does not make a great deal of difference 
to the meaning. For example, (38) illustrates variant translations of reciprocals in the gospel of Mark for 
some different English versions.10 
 

(38) Translation of reciprocals in Mark: 
Mark 4.41: 

NIV: They were terrified and asked each other (ἀλληλους) … 
LB: And they were filled with awe and said amongst themselves (ἀλληλους) … 

Mark 8.16: 
NIV: They discussed this with one another (ἀλληλους). 
TEV: They started discussing among themselves (ἀλληλους). 

Mark 15.31: 
TEV: In the same way the chief priests and the teachers of the law made fun of Jesus, saying to 

one another (ἀλληλους) … 
NIV: In the same way the chief priests and the teachers of the law mocked him among 

themselves (ἀλληλους). 
 

However, there are a number of important reciprocal instructions for believers in the NT for which 
a reflexive translation (using “themselves”) would not be correct. Some examples are given in (39). In 
the Amele translation it was necessary to use the reciprocal verb form to translate these passages. 
 

                                                   
10 The Bible versions are: Living Bible (LB), New International Version (NIV) and Today’s English Version (TEV). 
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(39) Important reciprocal instructions in the NT: 

John 13.34 The disciples are to love one another as Jesus loved them. 

Rom 13.8 Believers are to love one another. 

Mark 9.50 Believers are to be at peace with one another. 

Gal 5.13 Believers are to serve one another. 

John 13.14 The disciples of Jesus are to wash one another’s feet. 

Jas 5.16 Believers are to confess their sins to one another. 

Jas 5.16 Believers are to pray for one another. 

Rom 14.13 Believers are not to judge one another. 

Col 3.9 Believers are not to lie to one another. 
 

Even so, there were some cases where a reciprocal verb construction could not be used in Amele. 
Example (40) illustrates the translation of the end of Mark 9.50. In order to express a reciprocal relation-
ship with the verb, both participatory roles have to be arguments of the verb. In Mark 9.50 this is not the 
case. So an alternative way of expressing this meaning had to be devised, which is given in (40c). The 
term Ɂotig ‘same sex sibling’ has a reciprocal relationship as part of its meaning, as expressed overtly for 
example in the reduplicated form age Ɂotig-Ɂotig ‘they are brothers/sisters’. 
 

(40) Mark 9.50 

a. καὶ εἰρηνεύετε ἐν ἀλλήλοις 

 and be at peace among one another 

b. ‘and be at peace with each other’ 

c. Ɂot-oga-il=Ɂa malol bil-eig-a=le 

 same.sex.sibling-2PL.POSR-PL=with peace sit-2PL-IMPER=PERM 

 ‘be at peace with your brothers’ 

3.4.3 Grammatical structures 

When we compare syntactic structures between English and Amele they turn out to be opposite in nature 
in most respects. Table 3 provides a comparison showing the significant differences. These differences 
are discussed below. 
 

Table 3: English and Amele syntactic structures compared 

English Amele  

Head-first syntax Head-last syntax 
Dependent-marking syntax Head-marking syntax 
Order: SVO & prepositions Order: SOV & postpositions 
NP = ART/DEM+ modifying ADJ + HN NP = HN + modifying noun + ART/DEM 

Clause: main verb + subordinate verb Clause: subordinate verb + main verb 
V Focus XP XP Focus V 
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3.4.3.1 Head-first versus head-last syntax 

The notion of head-first and head-last syntax is based primarily on Dryer’s Branch Direction Theory of 
Phrase Structure (Dryer 1992), which states that verb patterners are non-phrasal (nonbranching, lexical) 
categories and object patterners are phrasal (branching) categories. That is, a pair of elements X and Y 
will employ the order XY significantly more often among VO languages than among OV languages if and 
only if X is a nonphrasal category and Y is a phrasal category. 

An account of the differences exhibited by English with head-first syntax and Amele with head-last 
syntax is given in table 4. In English the syntactic category that functions as the head of the construction 
precedes whatever functions as complement to the head. This includes both phrasal constructions, such 
as the verb phrase and the prepositional phrase, and clausal/sentential constructions, where the main 
clause precedes the subordinate clause in the sentence. As table 4 shows, the equivalent Amele structures 
are constructed the opposite way around. So, the verb phrase is object-verb and the adpositional phrase 
is object-postposition. Likewise, the subordinate clause precedes the main clause in the Amele sentence. 
 

Table 4: Head-first versus head-last syntax 

Head-first syntax Head-last syntax 

Greek (VSO)/English (SVO) Amele (SOV)  

VO Pattern  OV Pattern  

HEAD-Complement  Complement-HEAD  

VERB Object Object VERB 

PREPOSITION Object Object POSTPOSITION  

AUXILIARY Main verb Main verb AUXILIARYa 

NOUN Relative Clause Relative Clause NOUN 

NOUN Genitive Genitive NOUN 

MAIN CLAUSE Subordinate Clause Subordinate Clause MAIN CLAUSE  

OBJECT OF 
   COMPARISON 

Standard of 
   Comparison 

Standard of 
   Comparison 

OBJECT OF 
   COMPARISON 

COMPLEMENT/ 
   CONJUNCTION 

Clause Clause COMPLEMENT/ 
   CONJUNCTION 

aAmele does not have a category of auxiliary verb as such. Instead, verbs can function in a series 
such as nui bil-egi-na ‘go sit-3PL-PRES’ ‘they went continuously’. Here nueɁ ‘go’ and bileɁ ‘sit’ function 
in a series; nueɁ ‘go’ functions as the main verb while bileɁ ‘sit’ functions as an auxiliary-type 
modifier. 

 

Roberts (1997a) describes how the syntactic HEAD-complement construction is related to the 
HEAD-support semantic propositional construction. He also shows that while linked propositions in 
English and Koine Greek follow the order of HEAD-support, in Amele the unmarked order of linked 
propositions is that of support-HEAD. Table 5 compares HEAD-support constructions in Greek and 
English with support-HEAD constructions in Amele. 
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Table 5. Head-support versus support-head order of propositions 

Greek/English  Amele  

HEAD-support  support-HEAD  
RESULT-reason  reason-RESULT 
RESULT-means  means-RESULT 
MEANS-purpose  purpose-MEANS 
MEANS-negative purpose ‘lest’  negative purpose-MEANS  
OBJECT OF COMPARISON- 
   Standard of Comparison 

 Standard of Comparison- 
   OBJECT OF COMPARISON 

 

For the purposes of translation from English into Amele the propositions in table 5 had to be 
reordered. It is possible to express the result-reason propositional relationship in Amele in that order as a 
“result What for? reason” construction. But this places emphatic focus on the reason proposition. It is a 
marked construction and does not follow the information structure of the SL text. Where examples of this 
kind of translation occurred, they needed to be reworked into a reason-result ordering. This is illustrated 
in example (41). 
 

(41) Alternative translations of Acts 2.6 
a. Initial translation: 

Age Ɂunug dadan-ein. Eeta=nu? Age osolosol je madeɁ gug 

3PL all confuse-3PL.REMP what=for 3PL one.one talk saying basis 
filfil ma-mad-egin dah m-ad-ein 

different DUR-say-3PL.DS.R ear put-3PL-3PL.REMP 
‘They were all confused. Why? They heard each one speaking their own different language.’ 

b. Revised, more natural translation: 

Age osolosol je madeɁ gug filfil ma-mad-egin 

3PL one.one talk saying basis different DUR-say-3PL.DS.R 

dah m-ad-ein=nu age Ɂunug dadan-ein. 

ear put-3PL-3PL.REMP=so 3PL all confuse-3PL.REMP 

‘They heard each one speaking their own different language, so they were all confused.’ 
 

Table 6(Roberts 1997a), gives some further examples of translations of result-reason linked 
propositions that needed to be reworked. 
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Table 6. Translations of result-reason linked propositions 

Greek/English  Amele 

[RESULT] [ὃτι] ‘because’ [reason] → [reason] [nu] ‘so’, [eunu] ‘Therefore’ 
[RESULT] 

Acts 2.6 
happening [δὲ] this sound came 
together the multitude and [RESULT] 
were.confounded [ὃτι] because 
[reason] they.heard one each in his 
own language speaking them 

 
→ 

 
When they heard that sound a large 
group of men gathered. [reason] They 
each heard them speaking in their 
different languages [nu] so [RESULT] 
they were all confused. 

Acts 6.1 
[RESULT] there.was murmuring of.the 
Hellenists against the Hebrews [ὃτι] 
because [reason] were.overlooked in 
the service daily the widows of them 

 
→ 

 
[reason] the Greek speaking Jews 
said, “Our widows at the time of the 
daily food distribution they always 
overlook them”. [Eunu] Therefore 
[RESULT] the Greek speaking Jews 
argued with the Hebrew speaking 
Jews. 

Acts 8.20 
[RESULT] the silver of yours with you 
may.it.be into perdition [ὃτι] because 
[reason] the gift of God 
you.did.suppose through money to get 

 
→ 

 
[reason] you think that you can buy 
with money the gift thing God has 
given us [nu] so [RESULT] may you 
and your money go to hell! 

 

We also found the same principle applied to HEAD-restatement propositions. The preferred order of 
such propositions in Amele as compared to English is given in (42). 
 

(42) English → Amele 

 COMMAND-assertion → assertion-COMMAND 
 POSITIVE-negative → negative-POSITIVE 
 COMMAND-prohibitive → prohibitive-COMMAND 
 

If HEAD-restatement constructions are expressed in Amele in the same order as English, then it 
makes the restatement appear to be the head of the construction. This skews the propositional logic. For 
example, in the COMMAND-assertion construction, the assertion would become the head of the 
construction while the command is supposed to be the more important proposition and the assertion is 
supposed to support the command. Some examples are given in table 7 of how various HEAD-
restatement propositions were revised in the translation to have a more natural order. 
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Table 7. Revisions of translations of HEAD-restatement propositions 

Initial translation  Revised, more natural translation 

Matthew 26.26 
[COMMAND] Take and eat. 
[assertion] This is my body. 

 
→ 

 
[assertion] This is my body. 
[COMMAND] Take and eat. 

Acts 22.22 
[POSITIVE] Take him away! Kill him! 
[negative] Such a man is not worthy to 
live. 

 
→ 

 
[negative] Such a man is not worthy 
to live. 
[POSITIVE] Take him away! Kill him! 

Matthew 17.7 
[COMMAND] Arise. 
[prohibitive] Do not be afraid. 

 
→ 

 
[prohibitive] Do not be afraid. 
[COMMAND] Arise. 

 

3.4.3.2 Head-marking versus dependent-marking syntax 

The seminal work of Johanna Nichols (1986) showed that there is a significant typological difference 
between languages that are head marking and those that are dependent marking. A head-marking 
language is one in which the grammatical marks showing relations between different constituents of a 
phrase tend to be placed on the head (or nucleus) of the phrase in question, rather than on the modifiers 
or dependents. A dependent-marking language is one in which the grammatical marks showing relations 
between different constituents of a phrase tend to be placed on the dependents or modifiers rather than 
on the head (or nucleus) of the phrase in question. 

This distinction was highly relevant to the Amele translation project as Amele is a head-marking 
language and English (the main SL text) is a dependent-marking language. We can illustrate this 
difference between Amele and English below. In (43) the nominal arguments dana ‘man’, meen ‘stone’ 
and ija ‘1SG’ are dependents of the verb. There is also morphological marking on the verb which relates 
to these arguments. The suffix -eig indicates third person plural actor and refers to dana ‘man’ and the 
suffix -ad indicates third person plural undergoer and refers to meen ‘stone’. The third nominal ija ‘1SG’ is 
in a postpositional phrase and functions as the argument of Ɂa ‘at’. It is an oblique argument of the verb, 
whereas dana ‘man’ and meen ‘stone’ are direct core arguments of the verb. 
 

(43) Dana age meen eu ija=Ɂa hel-ad-eig-a. 

 man 3PL stone that 1SG=at throw-3PL.U-3PL.A-TODP 

 ‘The men threw those stones at me.’  
 

For comparison, example (44) shows a sentence containing only a verb and is equivalent to example 
(43). In this case all the arguments are marked on the verb and there are no free nominal or 
postpositional expressions. The oblique postpositional argument ija ‘1SG’ in (43) is marked directly on 
the verb in (44) with the suffix -t ‘1SG’. The applicative marker -i indicates this is an applied oblique 
object (applied from a Postpositional Phrase). The verb functions as the head of the clause in (44) and all 
the arguments of the clause are marked directly on the verb. For this reason, Amele is considered to be a 
head-marking language. 
 

(44) Hel-ad-i-t-eig-a. 

 throw-3PL.U-APPL-1SG.OBL-3PL.A-TODP 

 ‘They threw those at/to/for me.’ 

 Cf. English: ‘*(They) threw *(those) *(at/to/for me).’ 
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The English translation for the Amele verb heladiteiga is ‘they threw those at/to/for me’. It must 
contain free pronouns to refer to the arguments. It is not possible to have just the verb ‘threw’ in the 
English equivalent. 

In addition, in Amele the person and number and grammatical function of the nominal arguments 
are minimally indicated by the form of the verbal suffixes and their position of attachment to the verb. 
For example, while a direct object suffix attaches directly to the verb stem, an oblique object suffix 
requires a preceding applicative marker to indicate its function. In English, on the other hand, the person 
and number and grammatical function of the nominal arguments are indicated by the form of the 
pronouns and their position in the clause. Thus English minimally uses dependent pronouns to indicate 
the grammatical relationship an argument has to the predicate and English is thus a dependent-marking 
language. Amele, on the other hand, minimally uses affixes on the verb to indicate the grammatical 
relationship an argument has to the predicate and Amele is thus a head-marking language. In fact, Amele 
takes the head-marking strategy to the ultimate with the verb for ‘give’, as illustrated in (45). 
 

(45) Eeta=nu ut-ad-i-t-ag-a? 

 what=for 3SG-3PL.U-APPL-1SG.OBL-2SG.A-TODP  

 ‘Why did you give him them on me?’ (‘on me’ = malefactive) 
 

There is no verb stem in utaditaga. Instead the affix -ut ‘3SG’, which refers to the recipient argument, 
functions as the verb stem and suffixes referring to the undergoer, oblique and actor arguments attach in 
that order to this “verb stem” (see Roberts 1997b). 

The application of this difference between English and Amele to the translation is seen in how 
pronouns are used in the two languages. We will look at this in more detail in §3.5.1. 

3.4.3.3 Postverbal versus preverbal focus structure 

At this point we need to introduce the linguistic notions of topic and focus. These are two basic concepts 
relating to the packaging of information in the sentence. They can be defined informally as follows: 
 

Topic: The topic (or theme) is the part of the proposition that is being talked about 
(predicated); the remainder of the sentence is the comment (on the topic) (Comrie 
1989:64). 

Focus: The focus is the essential piece of new information that is carried by the 
sentence (Comrie 1989:63). This contrasts with the presupposition, which is the 
information in the sentence the speaker assumes to be already known to the addressee 
(Lambrecht 1994). 
 

 

We can illustrate how these notions apply in the following examples. The topic is defined intuitively 
as the thing the sentence is “about”. In order to say something about a particular entity, the speaker 
must assume that the hearer can identify that entity. Thus the topic is normally something that the 
hearer has some knowledge about. It may be “old information”, shared knowledge, something in the 
immediate speech context, something predictably associated with a known individual, etc. Whatever the 
mechanism, this is the crucial difference between topic and focus: a topic is normally known, predictable 
or inferrable while the focussed element is new or unpredictable information at the point in which it 
appears. Some examples of a topic are given in (46). 
 

(46) a. Topic | Comment 

  I  | leave my stamp collection to my youngest brother. 
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 b. Topic | Comment 

  My stamp collection | I leave to my youngest brother. 

 c. Topic | Comment 

  To my youngest brother | I leave my stamp collection. 
 

With regard to topic, a distinction must be made between the sentence-level topic and the 
discourse-level topic. This can be illustrated with the mini-discourse in (47). 
 

(47) Mike’s house was so comfortable and warm! He really didn’t want to leave, but he couldn’t afford 
the rent, you know. And it had such a nice garden in the back! 

 

In this excerpt the discourse-level topic is established in the first sentence: it is “Mike’s house”. In 
the second sentence, a new “local” topic is established on the sentence level: “he (Mike)”. But the 
discourse-level topic is still “Mike’s house”, which is why the comment in the third sentence does not 
seem out of place. We will speak more about discourse topic in section 3.5.2. 

With regard to focus, there are three main types of focus structure. The most basic type is predicate 
focus, illustrated in (48). Here the focus in (48b) is equivalent to the comment on the topic, which in this 
case is “James”. 
 

(48) Predicate focus 
a. What did James do? 

Presupposition: James did X. 
b. James ate some pizza. 

Focus (of assertion): X = ‘ate some pizza’ 
 

A second kind of focus structure is sentence focus, illustrated in (49). Here the whole sentence 
expresses information that is new to the discourse. Sentence focus is primarily expressed in present-
ational constructions, as illustrated in (50). 
 

(49) Sentence focus 
a. What happened? 

Presupposition: X happened. 
b. James ate the pizza. 

Focus (of assertion): X = ‘James ate the pizza’ 
 

(50) Presentational constructions: 
a. Once upon a time there was an old man and a dog. 
b. Then out from under the bed ran a mouse. 
c. There arose a violent storm. 

 

Finally, (51) illustrates the third type of focus structure, which is narrow or constituent focus. In 
English the unmarked intonation pattern in the sentence is for focal stress to fall on the final constituent 
in the core. This is “his mother” in (51a). However, focal stress can be placed on any constituent in the 
sentence to express such things as contrast or surprising information. The sentences in (51b–e) are 
examples of this. 
 

(51) Narrow (constituent) focus 
a. James gave a jade necklace to HIS MOTHER yesterday. [unmarked] 
b. James gave a jade necklace to his mother YESTERDAY. [marked] 
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c. James gave a JADE NECKLACE to his mother yesterday. [marked] 
d. James GAVE a jade necklace to his mother yesterday. [marked] 
e. JAMES gave a jade necklace to his mother yesterday. [marked] 

 

English also has a number of special constructions for expressing focus. One is called a cleft 
construction; some examples are given in (52). In a cleft sentence there is a copular verb with a dummy 
subject (it), hence the term “it-cleft”. The predicate of the copular verb is the focussed element. This is 
followed by a relative clause which expresses the presupposition. In (52a–c) the focussed element is 
italicised showing how in an it-cleft construction the unmarked topic (presupposition)-focus ordering is 
reversed and the focussed element is placed after the be verb. In this case the focussed constituent 
contains information which is new or unpredictable in a particular context. Therefore the primary 
function of a cleft construction is to introduce a new, usually surprise, topic into the discourse. 
 

(52) Cleft constructions: 
a. It was Mary that James gave the flowers to (not Susan). 
b. It is the Permanent Secretary who will visit us (not the Minister). 
c. It was on this very spot that Gen. Lee surrendered to Gen. Grant in 1865. 

 

Another type of marked focus construction in English is the pseudo-cleft (or “WH-cleft”) construc-
tion. In the pseudo-cleft sentence in (53), the focussed constituent appears at the end of the sentence, 
with the presupposition stated in an initial interrogative clause. In both (53a) and (53b) the interrogative 
what is linked semantically to the focussed constituent. The focus structure and pragmatic function of 
pseudo-cleft constructions are significantly different from those in it-cleft constructions, like the ones in 
(52). In an it-cleft construction the focus is on the predicate of the it-clause and not on the complement 
relative clause, whereas in a pseudo-cleft construction the focus is on the complement headless relative 
clause and not on the interrogative main clause. Thus, whereas the it-cleft construction primarily 
introduces a new topic to the discourse, a pseudo-cleft construction focusses on a particular aspect of 
new information. 
 

(53) Pseudo-Clefts: 
a. What James gave Mary was a bunch of flowers (not a diamond ring). 
b. What I like for breakfast is a cold pizza. 

 

Finally, another special construction in English which involves a focussed element is the content 
question, as illustrated in (54a). Content questions involve a request for a specific piece of new inform-
ation. The question word bears pragmatic focus, since it specifies the crucial piece of new information 
which is required. The rest of the question is part of the presupposition. 
 

(54) Content questions: 
a. What did James give his mother for her birthday? 
b. He gave her a jade necklace. 

 

The beginning of a sentence is a highly prominent position and is used for both marked topics and 
focussed elements in many languages. However, this is by no means a universal pattern. A number of 
languages have distinct positions for topic and focus. In Hungarian, for example, a focussed element 
must immediately precede the finite verb, while a sentence topic, if there is one, will occur in sentence-
initial position, preceding the focus; everything else follows the verb. A question word and its answer 
must appear in the focus position immediately preceding the verb. 

One point of contrast between English and Amele is that whereas in English narrow focus is marked 
by intonation, in Amele narrow focus is marked morphologically. Example (55a) illustrates a sentence 
with regular (unmarked) question focus where the question particle fo occurs at the end of the sentence. 
However, this question particle can be attached to any phrasal constituent in the sentence to express 
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marked narrow focus on that constituent. Some examples are given in (55b–c). The translations of (55b) 
and (55c) show that this form in Amele is equivalent to a questioned cleft construction in English. The 
question particle fo can also be attached to an interrogative word to express narrow focus, as shown in 
(55d). 
 

(55) a. Ija aide-ni Ɂabi=na nu-i-a=fo? [unmarked question focus] 

  1sg wife-1sg.POSR garden=to go-TODP-3sg=QU  

  ‘Did my wife go to the garden?’ 

 b. Ija aide-ni=fo Ɂabi=na nu-i-a? [marked narrow focus] 

  1sg wife-1sg.POSR=QU garden=to go-TODP-3sg  

  ‘Was it my wife that went to the garden?’ 

 c. Ija aide-ni Ɂabi=na=fo nu-i-a? [marked narrow focus] 

  1sg wife-1sg.POSR garden=to=QU go-TODP-3sg  

  ‘Was it to the garden that my wife went?’ 

 d. In Ɂabi=na nu-i-a(*=fo)? [unmarked narrow focus] 

  who.sg garden=to go-TODP-3sg(=QU)  

  ‘Who went to the garden?’ 

 e. In=fo Ɂabi=na nu-i-a? [marked narrow focus] 

  who.sg=QU garden=to go-TODP-3sg  

  ‘Who is it that went to the garden?’ 
 

There were several places in the translation where it was appropriate to use the fo question particle 
to express narrow focus. Two examples are given in (56) and (57). 
 

(56) Luke 22.64 

a. προφήτευσον, τίς ἐστιν ὁ παίσας δε? 

 prophesy who is the (one) having.hit you 

b. Je hahun ma-g-ag-a d-og͡b-a! In=fo g͡b-ih-i-a? 

 prophecy say-1PL-2SG-IMPER know-1PL-TODP who=QU hit-2SG-3SG-TODP 

 ‘Speak a prophecy to us and we hear! Who is it that hit you?’ 
 

(57) Luke 12.25 

a. τίς δὲ ἐξ ὑμῶν μεριμνῶν δύναται 

 who but of you being.anxious is.able 

 ἐπὶ τὴν ἡλικίαν αὐτοῦ προσθεῖναι πῆχυν? 

 on the stature of.him to add a cubit  
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b. Age in=fo ug͡ba ug͡ba=na ɁebaɁ bil-eɁ=nu jaen g͡b-ona=na 

 2PL who=QU 3SG 3SG=of life sit-INF=for breath hit-3SG.PRES=by 

 ug͡ba ug͡ba=na maha bil-eɁ saen nag ɁeɁelaɁ=Ɂa mud-eɁ=nu ihoɁ? 

 3SG 3SG=of earth sit-NOM time little length=add make-INF=for able 

 ‘Who of you by being anxious can add a little more time to your life?’ 
 

There is another way in which focus structure in Amele differs from that in English. Amele has 
subject-object-verb (SOV) word order and English has subject-verb-object (SVO) word order. As 
demonstrated in (52), English has a clefted construction where the focussed element occurs after the 
clefting be verb. The focus structure is V Focus XP. However, Amele is like Hungarian in that it has a 
special preverbal rather than postverbal focus position. An example is given in (58). Here ija dih ‘just I’ is 
the subject and is placed before the verb to express surprise information. Therefore the corresponding 
Amele focus structure is XP Focus V. 
 

(58) Amele preverbal focus position: XP Focus V 

Saab eu ija dih j-ig-a. 

food that 1SG just eat-1SG-TODP 

‘It was just I that ate that food.’ 
 

Initial translations of English cleft constructions followed the English V Focus XP pattern instead of 
the Amele XP Focus V pattern. An example is given in (59) based on Acts 1.7: “He (Jesus) said to them, 
‘It is not for you to know the times or dates the Father has set by his own authority’.” After discussion, 
(59a) was revised to (59b). 
 

(59) Acts 1.7 and focus structure 

a. Initial attempt: 

                    V          |                                ―Focus ―                                  | 

 Eu g͡bee nijel age saen eu=na  Ɂaligian  eɁ doɁ=nu 

 that not be.not 2PL time that=at it.will.appear say.INF know.INF=for 

b. Revised to follow Amele focus structure: 

 |                                ―Focus ―                                        |     V 

 Age saen eu=na Ɂaligian eɁ doɁ=nu g͡bee nijel 

 2PL time that=at it.will.appear say.INF know.INF=for not be.not 

 ‘It is not for you to know when that time will happen.’ 
 

There is one more focus construction to comment on. Amele has a presentational construction 
where a locative PP or a source PP is placed in front of the subject NP. This is a scene-setting device used 
in storytelling. Some examples are given in (60). This structure is equivalent to the locative-subject 
inversion presentational construction used in English as reflected in the English translations in (59). 
Notice the difference between the Amele and English constructions. In Amele the subject NP still 
precedes the verb, but in English the subject follows the verb. 
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(60) Amele scene-setting presentational constructions: 

a. JiɁ=na Ɂaja toia oso bilen. 

 road=at woman old art she.sat 

 ‘On the road sat a woman.’ 

b. Ono=deɁ je nen. 

 there=from talk it.came.down  
 ‘From there came the message.’ 

c.   MaɁas=na=deɁ gubal humei … 

 sea=at=from turtle he.came.SS 
 ‘From out of the sea came the turtle …’ 

 

According to Levinsohn (2000:11–12), the Koine Greek construction shown in (61a) is a 
presentational construction which presents Tabitha into the scene. The sentence also begins with a 
locative PP. However, if we translated this simply with a sentence-initial locative expression as in (60b), 
while it would introduce Tabitha to the scene, it would not convey the meaning of δέ ‘now’, which in 
this context indicates a change of scene from Lydda recounted in Acts 9.32–35 where Peter healed a man 
named Aeneas of paralysis. Thus, as shown in (61c), a switch-reference ‘do’ verb is added at the 
beginning of Acts 9.36 to convey the change-of-scene meaning. 
 

(61) Acts 9.36: presentational constructions 

a. Ἐν Ἰόππῃ δέ τις ἦν μαθήθρια ὀνόματι Ταβιθά 

 in Joppa now a.certain was disciple by name Tabitha 
b. Jopa taun ono malogom Ɂaja oso ijan Tabita bil-en. 

 Joppa town there disciple woman ART her.name Tabitha sit-3SG.REMP 
 ‘There in Joppa town was a woman disciple named Tabitha.’ 

(Scene-setting presentational construction presenting Joppa.) 

c. Od-oɁo-b Jopa taun ono malogom Ɂaja oso ijan Tabita bilen. 

 do-DS-3SG  

 ‘Then there in Joppa town was a woman disciple named Tabitha.’ 
(Presentational construction presenting Tabitha to the scene.) 

3.4.4 Reported speech and embedded quotes 

A study of Amele texts showed that while indirect speech was possible in Amele it appeared much less 
frequently in texts than direct speech. It was also marked differently. Direct speech is always marked by 
a speech verb, most commonly at the beginning of a set of speeches with madeɁ ‘to say’. This word 
occurs preceding a single speech or the first speech of a closed conversation.11 The speech verb is the 
speech orienter and indicates who is speaking to whom. An illustration of the direct speech construction 

                                                   
11 The term “closed conversation” refers to one in which each new speaker and addressee is drawn from the speakers 
and addressees of previous speeches of that conversation (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:97). 
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is given in (62). The direct quote is preceded by a fully inflected speech verb and followed by a copy of 
the verbal inflection. However, in closed conversations the speech orienter verb is typically omitted once 
speaker and addressee have been established and only the inflectional copy after each quote is kept. 
 

(62) Direct speech 

Ug͡ba ma-ad-ei-a, “Ug͡badeɁ guluɁ-ad-ig-en” ad-ei-a. 

3SG say-3PL-3SG-TODP tomorrow meet-2PL-1SG-FUT 3PL-3SG-TODP 

‘He told them, “I will meet you tomorrow”.’ 
 

Some examples of indirect speech are given in (63). Indirect speech does not have a speech orienter 
verb but has only the verb morphology after the indirect quote. The indirect speech form is typically 
used to express thoughts or desires, as in (62a), or the sounds that things make, as in (62b). Another 
common function is to express hearsay, as in (62c). 
 

 (63) Indirect speech 

a. mun buiɁ eu ana=deɁ n-ei-a im-esi … 

 banana ripe that where=from come down-3SG-TODP say.SS-3DU  

 ‘They(2) wondered where that ripe banana had come down from.’ 
 

b. g͡ba gau-gau eɁe-b n-on. 

 dog bow-wow say.DS-3SG go down-3SG-REMP 

 ‘The dog went “Bow-wow” and fell down.’ 
 

c. Leih age ug͡ba wele Ɂelead h-on eɁ mad-egi-na. 

 some 3PL 3SG already return come-3SG.REMP say.INF say-3PL-PRES 

 ‘Some say he has already returned.’ 
 

Thus indirect speech has a different function in Amele than it does in English. Quirk et al. 
(1985:1021) say that in English direct speech purports to give the exact words that someone (who may 
be the reporter) utters or has uttered in speech or writing. Indirect speech, on the other hand, conveys in 
the words of a subsequent reporter what has been said or written by the original speaker or writer (who 
again may be the same person as the reporter). More precisely, in English both the direct speech form 
and the indirect speech form are used to report speech, i.e., what someone has said. Dooley and 
Levinsohn (2001:98) say there is a basic distinction in the way speech is reported between direct speech, 
where the speaker is referred to with a first person pronoun and the addressee with a second person, and 
indirect speech, where references to the speaker and addressee are indirect, i.e., with a third person 
pronoun. The Amele direct and indirect speech forms have this contrast in how they refer to the speaker 
and addressee but, as explained and illustrated in (62) and (63), in Amele the direct speech form is 
preferred to report what someone has said. The indirect speech form is used for various other functions, 
such as those illustrated in (63). 

We found that the translators were not automatically aware of the different functions of reported 
speech in English and Amele. Hence they usually translated indirect speech forms in the English SL text 
into indirect speech forms in Amele. An example is given in (64) of an instance where we had to 
retranslate the reported speech into a direct form to make it more natural. 
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(64) Translation of indirect speech in Luke 6.11 
a. Koine Greek 

αὐτοὶ δὲ ἐπλήσθησαν ἀνοίας 

they but were.filled.of(with) madness 
καὶ διελάλουν πρὸς ἀλλήλους τί ἂν ποιήσαιεν τῷ Ἰησοῦ 

and they.talked to one.another what would they.do  to.Jesus 
b. English 

‘But they were furious and began to discuss with one another what they might do to Jesus.’ 
c. Amele 

Eug͡ba Farisi dana age gemanaga ben bahiɁ b-en. 

but Pharisee man 3PL liver.3PL.POSR big very come.up-3SG.REMP 
Od-im-eig age togodu mad-ein,12 
do-SS-3PL 3PL discuss say-3PL.REMP 
“Ege Jisas=nu Ɂel oso od-eg͡b-an?” ein. 

1PL Jesus=about what ever do-1PL-FUT 3PL.REMP 

‘But the Pharisees were very angry. And they discussed and said, “Whatever shall we 
do about Jesus?”’ 

 

Linguistic research into reported speech forms also revealed that it is possible to multiply embed 
direct speeches. It was therefore possible to accurately construct multiply embedded direct speech quotes 
for translation as, for example, in the book of Revelation. An example is given in (65). Here the 
embedded speech goes down to three levels of embedding, i.e., [ [ [ … ] ] ]. The basic principle of 
construction is that you have a corresponding closing right “bracket” for each speech orienter left 
“bracket”. It is like constructing mathematical or logical formulae. 
 

(65) Embedded speeches in Revelation 2.1 

Od-oɁo-b ug͡ba ma-t-en, 

do-DS-3SG 3SG say-1SG-3SG.REMP 

“Hina Efesas tamaneɁ=na ensel odi jag͡bi-t-og-a=le: 

2SG Ephesus congregation=to angel like write-3SG-2SG-IMPER=PERM 

‘Malag͡ba 7-pela13 eben meula=na hewi bil-ina, … 

 star seven hand right=in hold sit-3SG.REMP 

                                                   
12 It would have been unnatural to use the reciprocal form of the verb here since togodoɁ ‘to discuss’ has this 
meaning anyway. 
13 It was decided to express numerical quantities for amounts larger than three using Tok Pisin numbers, since 
expressing numbers above three in words is cumbersome in the Amele base-5 counting system. This illustrates 
another significant difference between Amele and English, which, in turn, affects how one translates English 
numbers into Amele. 
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je odi ma-h-ena, “…” 

talk like say-2SG-3SG.PRES  

h-ena’. odi jag͡bi-t-og-a=le”, t-en. 

2SG-3SG.PRES like write-3SG-2SG-IMPER=PERM 1SG-3SG.REMP 

‘And then he told me, “Write like this to the angel of the congregation of Ephesus, ‘He who 
holds the seven stars in his right hand, … tells you this talk, “…” ’ ” ’ 

3.4.5 Conclusions on grammatical research 

In section 3.4.1–3.4.4 we examined a wide range of grammatical phenomena in Amele and compared 
them with equivalent phenomena in English and Koine Greek. We found in each case that there were 
clear differences between the grammar of English and Amele that significantly affected translation from 
English as an SL to Amele as an RL. Without an objective understanding of the morphosyntax of Amele it 
would not have been possible (a) to see the significant differences between grammatical categories and 
constructions in Amele and the equivalents in English, and (b) to guide the Amele translators in how best 
to deal with these nonalignments. These differences can be summarised as follows: 

Tense 

English has complex orders of relative tense expression in which notions such as had taken ‘past in past’, 
has been going to take ‘future in past in present’ and had been going to have been playing ‘present in past in 
future in past in past’ can be expressed. Amele, on the other hand, does not have any means of 
expressing notions of relative tense but instead has degrees of absolute tense in the past and future, 
which English does not have. The consequence for translation was that while in the English SL text, for 
example, one event can be reported in relation to another event with a past in past expression, the 
translation into Amele had to relate this event directly to the moment of the speech report through the 
perspective of a today’s past, yesterday’s past or remote past tense orientation. 

Modality 

While English and Koine Greek are tense prominent languages, Amele is a modality prominent language. 
These different orientations mean that in English all the tense, aspect and modality categories are inter-
preted through a past, present and future time grid. For example, in English the forms used to construct 
the relative tense complexes described above comprise -ed ‘past tense’, have…-en ‘perfective aspect’, 
be…-ing ‘progressive aspect’, will (modal verb) and going to (modal verb). In Amele, on the other hand, 
all the TAM categories are interpreted as realis or irrealis modality by the switch-reference marking on 
the medial verb. The consequence of all of this for translation was that conditional contrary-to-fact state-
ments in the NT could not be translated into Amele with the same meaning content as specified in the SL 
text. 

Imperatives 

Whereas Amele can express a range of imperative forms which become less demanding as different levels 
of irreality are added, English uses question forms and statement forms to express more polite degrees of 
imperative. For the purposes of translating imperatives from English into Amele the degree of politeness 
in the English form needs to be matched to that in the Amele form. 
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Negation 

Expression of negation is simple in English but complex in Amele. Linguistic research found that where 
there is a choice between negating the subordinate clause or negating the superordinate clause, negation 
of the superordinate clause is preferred. 

Reflexives and reciprocals 

English and Koine Greek express reflexivity and reciprocity by pronouns. By contrast, Amele expresses 
only reflexivity pronominally and expresses reciprocity by a special form of the verb. In some cases it did 
not make a great deal of difference whether a reciprocal in either Greekor English was translated as a 
reflexive in Amele but in some passages an Amele reflexive form would have been incorrect. 

Head-first versus head-last syntax 

English has head-first syntax and an unmarked HEAD-support arrangement for nonequivalent proposit-
ional relationships. Amele, by contrast, has head-last syntax and an unmarked support-HEAD 
arrangement for nonequivalent propositional relationships. Some HEAD-support propositional 
relationships in English, such as RESULT-reason, could be expressed in Amele with a “result What for? 
reason” construction. However, this is a marked construction with emphatic focus on the reason 
proposition and is not a proper translation of the English propositional construction. Similarly, while 
HEAD-restatement propositions in English can be expressed in this order in Amele, such constructions 
make the restatement proposition the head of the construction and skew the propositional logic of the 
expression. 

Dependent-marking syntax versus head-marking syntax 

English has dependent-marking syntax and minimally expresses arguments of the verb by pronouns, 
whereas Amele has head-marking syntax and minimally expresses arguments of the verb by suffixes on 
the verb. It would therefore be unnecessary to translate every pronoun in the English SL text with a 
pronoun in the Amele RL text. 

Marked narrow focus 

English marks narrow focus (focus on one phrasal constituent) with intonation. By contrast, Amele has a 
form of narrow question focus construction which is marked by the interrogative sentence particle fo. 
The fo particle is placed on the focussed constituent in the sentence to express narrow focus. 

Postverbal versus preverbal focus structure 

English has a special focus construction called a cleft construction. This comprises: it + conjugated form 
of to be + X + subordinate clause, where X is the focussed constituent. Thus this construction has a 
special focus position after the verb to be, i.e., V Focus XP. Amele, on the other hand, has a special focus 
position immediately preceding the verb, i.e., XP Focus V. 

Locative initial presentational constructions 

English has a presentational construction where a locative expression precedes the verb and the subject 
follows the verb, e.g., “Into the smoke-filled room plunged the desperate mother”. In the Amele 
equivalent the locative expression occurs first in the sentence but the subject precedes the verb. 
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Direct and indirect speech 

In English both direct speech (where the speaker is referred to in the first person and the addressee in 
the second person) and indirect speech (where both speaker and addressee are referred to in the third 
person) are used to report what people say. In Amele, by contrast, direct speech is preferred to report 
what people say and indirect speech is typically used to express thoughts or desires or the sounds that 
things or animals make, or to report hearsay. Thus in translation we needed to turn many indirect 
reports of speech by people into direct forms of speech report. Linguistic research also determined that it 
is possible to have embedded reported speech in Amele and revealed the means of structuring such 
constructions. It was therefore possible to translate the multiply embedded speeches as found, for 
example, in the book of Revelation. 

3.5 Discourse analysis 

While a morphosyntactic study identifies what makes a well-formed sentence in the language, a discourse 
study identifies what makes a well-formed text in the language. There are many aspects to discourse 
study; the dimensions that Dooley and Levinsohn (2001) cover include: 

• coherence (What makes a continuous stretch of language larger than a sentence a coherent 
unit?) 

• cohesion (What are the linguistic signals that the author of a text uses to indicate how one part 
of the text coheres with another part?) 

• thematic groupings and thematic discontinuities 
• activation status of discourse referents 
• discourse-pragmatic structuring of sentences, e.g., topic and focus 
• foreground and background information 
• the signalling of relations between propositions, i.e., connectives 
• the reporting of conversation 
• participant reference 

 

As indicated previously, most, if not all, of these different aspects of discourse structure are indicat-
ed by particular use of the morphosyntax. So an objective understanding of the morphosyntax is also 
needed for undertaking a study of discourse. The following aspects of Amele discourse structure were 
particularly relevant to the translation project and will be discussed below: 

• pronoun usage in discourse (participant reference and activation status of discourse referents) 
• switch function versus switch reference (topic continuity) 
• discourse function of switch-reference system (thematic groupings and thematic 

discontinuities) 
• logical argument structure in discourse 

3.5.1 Pronoun usage in discourse 

Dooley and Levinsohn (2001:127–135) propose a methodology for analysing reference patterns in a text. 
The methodology has the following steps: 

1. Draw up an inventory of ways of encoding references to participants. 
2. Prepare a chart of participant encoding in a text. 
3. Allocate a number to each participant that is referred to more than once in the text. 
4. Identify the context in which each reference to a participant occurs: 
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S1 the subject is the same as in the previous clause or sentence 
S2 the subject was the addressee of a speech reported in the previous sentence (in a closed 
conversation) 
S3 the subject was involved in the previous sentence in a non-subject role other than in a 
closed conversation 
S4 other changes of subject than those covered by S2 and S3 

5. Propose default encodings for each context, e.g., 
S1 Ø (with verb agreement) 
S2 NP 
S3 NP 
S4 NP 

6. Inspect the text for other than default encoding. 
When the coding material is less than the default amount, this is typically because the referent 
is a VIP (very important participant), there is only one major participant on stage, or a cycle of 
events is being repeated.When the coding material is more than the default amount, this 
typically occurs immediately following points of discontinuity and in connection with 
information highlighting. 

7. Incorporate any modifications to the proposals in 5. 
8. Generalise the motivations for deviances from the default encoding. 

 

When this methodology was applied to Amele texts, the following results were obtained. The 
minimal coding for S1, S2 and S3 was Ø, where Ø = verbal cross-reference only. Compare this with 
English where the minimal coding for S1, S2 and S3 is a free pronoun. As explained in section 3.4.3.2 
above, the reason for this is that English is a dependent-marking language and Amele is a head-marking 
language. In Amele, minimal reference can be maintained by cross-reference marking on the verb, 
whereas English requires pronouns for this function. 
 

(66) Amele default minimum: English default minimum: 
S1: Ø  S1: free pronoun
S2: Ø  S2: free pronoun 
S3: Ø S3: free pronoun 
S4: NP S4: NP 

 

The analysis of Amele texts showed that while Amele has a lighter minimal marking for S1, S2 and 
S3 than English, it has a heavier maximum marking. Example (67) gives some extracts from an Amele 
traditional story about ɁudumaɁ ‘Wallaby’ and mala ‘Chicken’ who went out on the sea in a canoe 
together. In each sentence in (67) a NP plus a pronominal “copy” is used to refer to the participants. In 
(67a) it is mala ɁudumaɁ=Ɂa ale ‘Chicken and Wallaby they’; in (67b) it is ɁudumaɁ ug͡ba ‘Wallaby he’; 
and in (67c) and (67d) it is mala ug͡ba ‘Chicken he’. 
 

(67) NP + pronoun construction from “The Chicken and the Wallaby” text 
a. Chicken and Wallaby introduced as main participants: 

Mala ɁudumaɁ=Ɂa ale wag jel-esin. 
chicken wallaby=with 3DU canoe wrap-3SG.REMP 
‘The Chicken and the Wallaby made a canoe.’ 
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b. Wallaby is made a separate participant from Chicken: 

ɁudumaɁ ug͡ba  f-eɁe-b gale d-on 

wallaby 3SG see-DS-3SG desire 3SG-3SG.REMP 

‘Wallaby saw (it) and desired (it).’ 

c. Chicken confronts Wallaby: 

mala ug͡ba ɁudumaɁ ma-d-on, … 

chicken 3SG wallaby say-3SG-3SG.REMP 

‘Chicken told Wallaby, …’ 

d. Chicken leaves the scene: 

mala ug͡ba fulul-im-ei Sel nu-en, … 

chicken 3SG fly-SS-3SG Sel go-3SG.REMP 

‘Chicken flew away to Sel.’14 
 

The NP + pronoun strategy is used to refer to a participant at critical points in the story. In (67a) it 
is when Chicken and Wallaby are first introduced, in (67b) it is when Wallaby acts on his own, in (67c) 
it is when Chicken confronts Wallaby over what he has done to the canoe and in (67d) it is when 
Chicken leaves Wallaby to his own devices. In Amele texts overall this is when the NP + pronoun 
strategy is typically used to refer to participants: 
 

• when a new main participant is introduced, 
• when a main participant interacts with another participant, e.g., speaks to someone, 
• when a main participant leaves the scene, and 
• at the climax of the story. 

3.5.2 Switch function versus switch reference 

Foley and Van Valin (1984:339–360) describe two types of participant reference tracking systems found 
in the world’s languages. One is called a switch-function system and the other is called a switch-
reference system. Switch function tracks one participant which is always realised as the syntactic pivot, 
and the verbal system indicates its semantic role as actor or undergoer. A change in voice, e.g., active 
versus passive voice, indicates a change in the semantic function of the primary participant. English uses 
such a switch-function system to keep track of participant reference in discourse. In (68a), for example, 
Bill is the actor and topic of the first clause. Bill is also the omitted topic of the second clause in (68a) 
and he is the actor participant in this clause. In (68b) Bill is the actor and topic of the first clause but 
undergoer in the second clause. In order to designate Bill as the topic of the second clause in (68b) the 
verb has to be in the passive voice form. This is what is meant by switch function. The semantic role of 
the subject of the passive verb in (68b) is undergoer rather than actor as in the equivalent clause in 
(68a). In (68c) Jane functions as a new and different topic to Bill in the second clause. 
 

                                                   
14 Sel is a place along the Rai Coast outside of the Amele area. The implication is that Chicken would not be coming 
back. 
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(68) Switch function in English 
a. Same Topic: Bill is actor   [active voice]  

Bill came in and ___ kissed Jane. 
b. Same Topic: Bill is undergoer   [passive voice]  

Bill came in and ___ was kissed by Jane.  
[difference in anaphoric verb] 

c. Different Topic: Jane is actor   [active voice] 
Bill came in and Jane kissed him. 

 

Switch reference, on the other hand, tracks a single grammatical function (subject), and morphology 
on the verb indicates whether the argument with that function in the following clause is the same as or 
different from that in the marked clause. Switch reference does not involve any change of voice in the 
verb. Amele has a switch-reference system for keeping track of participants in discourse. In (69a) and 
(69b) the form of the second clause is the same in each case, viz. Jane Ɂotdoia. This can be interpreted as 
either ‘Jane kissed somebody’ or ‘Somebody kissed Jane’. The form of the preceding verb determines 
which interpretation is correct. In (69a) the verb in the first clause is marked for ‘same subject 
following’, so Bill is the subject and topic of the second clause. In (69b), on the other hand, the verb in 
the first clause is marked for ‘different subject following’, so Bill is not the subject of the second clause. 
In this case Jane is the subject and topic of the second clause. 
 

(69) Switch reference in Amele 
a. Same Topic: Bill is actor 

Bill h-um-ei ___ Jane Ɂot-d-oi-a. [same referent] 

Bill come-SS-3SG Bill Jane kiss-3SG-3SG-TODP  

‘Bill came and kissed Jane.’ 

b. Different Topic: Jane is actor 

Bill h-oɁo-b Jane ___ Ɂot-d-oi-a. [different referent] 

Bill come-DS-3SG Jane Bill kiss-3SG-3SG-TODP  

‘Bill came and Jane kissed him.’ 
 

We will now see how a contrast between a switch-function participant tracking system and a 
switch-reference participant tracking system works out in translation. We will look at Luke 2.25–35, 
which describes the blessing and prophecy that Simeon spoke concerning the infant Jesus when his 
parents brought him to the temple to present him to the Lord. Example (70) is a quotation from Luke 
2.25–28 of this passage; we will focus on verse 26. In verse 25 Simeon is introduced as a new discourse 
topic by a presentational construction in both the English and the Greek. Then in verse 26 a passive verb 
form in both the Greek and the English maintains Simeon as the topic of verse 26. In the Greek αὐτῳ ‘to 
him’ is placed in front of the passive κεχρηματισμένον ‘having been communicated’ to signal that Simeon 
is still the discourse topic of this section. Then in verse 27 the Greek begins with ἠλθεν ‘he came’ to 
signal that Simeon is still the topic of this passage. Thus the switch-function system in both Greek and 
English is used in verse 26 to maintain Simeon as the sentence and discourse topic of the passage. 
 

(70) Luke 2.25–28 in English (Topic of v. 26 is Simeon) 
25Now there was a man in Jerusalem called Simeon, who was righteous and devout. He was 
waiting for the consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was on him. 
26It had been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit (αὐτῳ κεχρηματισμένον ὑπὸ του πνεύματος—‘to 
him having been communicated by the Spirit’) that he would not die before he had seen the 
Lord’s Messiah. 
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27Moved by the Spirit (ἠλθεν ἐν τῳ πνεύμα ‘he came by the Spirit’), he went into the temple 
courts. When the parents brought in the child Jesus to do for him what the custom of the Law 
required, 
28Simeon took him in his arms and praised God, saying … 

 

Example (71) shows how this passage is translated into Amele using a switch-reference participant 
tracking system. In verse 25 Simeon is introduced as a new discourse topic by an Amele presentational 
construction.15 Most of verse 25 talks about Simeon. Then at the end there is a short clause beginning 
with the verb odoɁob. This verb indicates a change of subject and topic. The new topic in this clause is 
the Holy Spirit who is said to be with Simeon. Then the main content of verse 26 is what the Holy Spirit 
said to Simeon. At the end of verse 26 there is a switch back to Simeon with doɁob don, which means ‘he 
heard what he (the Holy Spirit) said’. The following verse, verse 27, begins with odoɁob, which again 
switches the subject and topic back to the Holy Spirit. The next clause says that the Holy Spirit guided 
Simeon to go into the temple. 
 

(71) Luke 2.25–28 in Amele (Topic of v. 26 is the Holy Spirit) 
25 Aria, dana oso Jerusalem ono bil-ol-oi. Ug͡ba ijan Simion. 

 alright man one Jerusalem there sit-HABP-3SG 3SG name Simeon 
 ‘Now [lit. alright] there was a man in Jerusalem called Simeon.’ 
 Ug͡ba dana ititom. Ug͡ba Anut binan suleɁ dana.  
 3SG man righteous 3SG God honour lift up.INF man 
 ‘He was a righteous man. He honoured God.’ 

 Ug͡ba Anut ug͡ba Isrel hulun-uga Ɂulun-ugaGo 
 3SG God 3SG Israel encouragement-3PL.POSR plant-3SG-FUT 
 saen susumudi bilei bil-en. Od-oɁo-b Kis Gun ug͡ba=Ɂa 
 time waiting sit.SS sit-3SG.REMP do-DS-3SG Holy Spirit 3SG=with 
 bil-en.      
 sit-3SG.REMP      
 ‘He was waiting for God to comfort Israel. The Holy Spirit was with him.’ 

26 Odi bibilen Kis Gun ma-d-on,  
 like sitting.3SG.DS Holy Spirit say-3SG-3SG.REMP 
 “Hina g͡bee Ɂal meɁ bibili li Tibudna Krais eu f-eg-an”, 
 2SG not death sitting go Lord’s Christ that see-2SG-FUT 
 d-oɁo-b don.        
 3SG-DS-3SG heard       
 ‘The Holy Spirit had said to him, “You will not die until you see the Lord’s Christ”.’ 

 

                                                   
15 See section 3.4.3.3 for how discourse topic contrasts with sentence topic. 
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27 Od-oɁo-b Kis Gun dado m-ud-eɁe-b tempel dunuh l-en.  
 do-DS-3SG Holy Spirit guide put-3SG-DS-3SG temple inside go-3SG.REMP 
 ‘The Holy Spirit guided him to go into the temple.’ 
 Od-oɁo-b saen mel anag memeg=Ɂa ale loo je jag͡b-ein  
 do-DS-3SG time child mother father=with 3DU law write-3PL.REMP 
 eu odi toodu odoɁ=nu mel eu tempel=na ehudi lelesin  
 that like follow do.INF=for child that temple=in take DUR.go.3DU.DS.SIM.R 
 ‘The child’s father and mother did as had been written in the law to do for the child and 
they took him, and when they went into the temple’ 

28 Simion ug͡ba mel eu umei eben=na hehewi Anut 
 Simeon 3SG child that take.SS hand=in hold God 
 hetaga d-on.      
 thanks 3SG-3SG.REMP      
 Ug͡ba mad-en: 
 3SG say-3SG.REMP 
 ‘Simeon took the child and held him in his arms and thanked God. He said …’ 

 

The quotation in (71) is an accurate and natural translation of Luke 2.25–28. Because Amele has a 
switch-reference system instead of a switch-function system (which is what English and Greek have), 
continuity of discourse topic across clauses cannot be maintained in the same way in Amele as in English 
and Greek. In fact, the understanding that Luke 2.25–28 is about Simeon is achieved in a more subtle 
way. Simeon is introduced by name in verse 25 and is not mentioned by name again until verse 28 when 
he takes up the infant Jesus in his arms. This is a significant new action on Simeon’s part and so he is 
referred to by the NP (name) + pronoun strategy. Throughout verses 26–27 Simeon is referred to by 
“zero” reference, i.e., by verb agreement and switch-reference marking. So by appropriate use of the zero 
reference and NP + pronoun strategies the discourse markers indicate that Simeon is the discourse topic 
in this passage even though the Holy Spirit is presented as a local sentential topic in verse 26. Thus 
linguistic research enabled the discourse features relating to signalling the discourse topic to be 
identified and also helped to apply these features appropriately to the translation. 

3.5.3 Discourse function of switch-reference system 

Linguistic research also revealed that the switch-reference system in Amele does more than keep track of 
same and different subjects across clauses (Roberts 1988:98–100): 

Often in Amele text there occur what appear to be “anomalous” DS markings where DS is 
indicated but the grammatical subjects of the marked clause and the following clause are the 
same. These DS markings are, in fact, not anomalous but are indicating a change in theme. The 
thematic changes are primarily in the area of time, place and possible world setting. Thematic 
changes of time and place are often accompanied by temporal and locative adverbial expressions 
and a DS thematic change of place is most commonly marked on a motion verb. Thematic 
changes in possible world setting are normally a switch from the real world to an intended or 
proposed action or vice versa, a switch from intended/proposed action to the real world. 

Some examples of such thematic changes indicated by the switch-reference marking are given in 
(72) and (73). The bolded different-subject verb marked in each example does not indicate a change of 
subject but instead indicates some other discourse setting change. This can be a change of time setting as 
in (72), or a change of location setting as in (73), or a change of real world/intended world setting as in 
(74). 
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(72) Change of Time Setting 

a. Od-im-eig eu=na Ɂuha f-eɁe-bil hib=na age meen g͡baig 

 do-SS-2PL that=of Sunday see-DS-2PL later=at 2PL stone shoot 

 gaban-d-um-eig ihoɁ f-im-eig  

 gather-3SG-SS-2PL enough see-SS-2PL 

‘Do that and then later take a look and youi will see that the money youi have collected will 
be enough.’ 

 

b. Eu 1977 jagel November=na od-oɁo-b Ɂul-i-g-en 

 that 1977 month November=in do-DS-3SG leave-APPL-1PL-3SG.REMP 

‘That was in November 1977 that hei did that and then hei left it for us.’ 
 

c. Wele ene saen me je hahawan h-oɁo-b nij-en. 

 before here time good talk first come-DS-3SG lie-3SG.REMP 

‘Before when the gospeli first came, iti stayed.’ 
 

d. Ma ben m-im-ei gulom ibul-d-oɁo-b wal m-im-ei. 

 taro big become-SS-3SG species change-3SG-DS-3SG ripe become-SS-3SG 

‘The taroi grows big and then when iti changes into a gulom type iti is ripe.’ 
 

(73) Change of Place Setting 

a. Maik ug͡ba ka tul-id-oɁo-b jiɁ too-du bi 

 Mike 3SG car start-3SG-DS-3SG road follow-3SG.SS come.up.SS 

 Sioba=na jo Ɂemenug ono ug͡ba ka hewe-Ɂe-b taw-en. 

 Sioba=of house near there 3SG car hold-DS-3SG stand-3SG.REMP 

‘Mike started the car and then followed the road up to Sioba’s house and parked the car 
there near the house.’ 

b. Age Ɂeta gul-d-oɁo-bil li bahim=na taɁ-ein. 

 3PL yam carry-3SG-DS-3PL go.SS floor=on fill-3PL.REMP 

‘They carried the yams on their shoulders and went and filled up the yam store.’ 

c. Ug͡ba mun Ɂod-on ma hun-en Ɂeta taɁ-en 

 3SG banana chop-NOM taro dig-NOM yam store-NOM 

 n-eɁe-b m-i-al-en. 

 go.down-DS-3SG put-APPL-3DU-3SG.REMP 

‘He went down with the chopped banana, the dug up taro and the stored yam and put it for 
them(2).’ 
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(74) Change of World Setting 

a.  [real>intended] 

 Aria mem-eg eu ma-d-on, “Ɂois eu ma-d-oɁo-min 

 alright father-3SG.POSR that say-3SG-3SG.REMP OK that say-3SG-DS-1SG 

  [intended > real] 

 l-ig ehi li m-ih-ig-en”, d-on. Od-oɁo-b 

 go-1SG.SS take.SS go.SS put-2SG-1SG-FUT 3SG-3SG.REMP do-DS-3SG 

 l-im-ei dana Ɂo Ɂemenug g͡b-oɁ eu ma-d-on, 

 go-SS-3SG man mouth.3SG.POSR close hit-NOM that say-3SG-3SG.REMP 

 “Ɂois Ɂaja ehi li m-ud-i-h-ig-en”, d-on. 

 OK woman take.SS go.SS put-3SG-APPL-2SG-1SG-FUT 3SG-3SG.REMP 

‘Now [lit. alright] the father told her, “OK, I say I will take you and give you to him”. Then 
he went to the man with the closed mouth and told him, “OK I will bring the woman and 
give her to you”.’ 

 

b.  [intended > real]  

 Ug͡ba ege odi mad-eg-eɁe-b ug͡ba ug͡ba=na mel Ɂed-eɁe-b h-um-eig … 

 3SG 1PL like say-1PL-DS-3SG 3SG 3SG=of boy get-DS-3SG come-SS-3PL 

‘Hei told us that and then hei got hisi boys and they came …’ 
 

c. Eu=nu g͡bila i ege meen g͡baig eu mede g͡b-og͡b-ona. 

 that=for now this 1PL stone shoot that nose hit-1PL-PRES 

 [real>intended]  

 Hed-oɁo-b eu fal-d-oɁ=nu Ɂabi sanan m-eg͡b-an. 

 finish-DS-3SG that fence-3SG-INF=for work start put-1PL-FUT 

‘So now we are gathering that money. When that is finished we will start to do the fencing 
work.’ 

 

An example to signal a change of location setting is given in (75) and an example to signal a change 
of temporal setting is given in (76). In (75) Saul is the subject of tonen ‘he descended’. This is 
immediately followed by a DS verb odoɁob. However, the clause following says that Saul went to 
Jerusalem. So the subject of tonen ‘he descended’ and limei ‘he went’ is Saul in each case. The DS verb 
odoɁob therefore signals a change of location setting in this case. 
 

(75) Change of location setting: Acts 9.25–26 
25 Eug͡ba witiɁ oso=na ug͡bana malogom age ehudimeig 

 but night one=on his disciples they they.took.him.SS 

 gel ohis iseɁ ɁebeɁ nag oso=na mudegin leɁeb 

 wall above direction window small one=at they.put him.DS he.go.DS 

 galel=na taɁimeig halu hehewegin maha gemo tonen. 

 basket=in they.fill.SS rope they.holding.DS ground outside he.descend 
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26 Od-oɁo-b Sol ug͡ba Jerusalem ono limei 

 do-DS-3SG Saul he Jerusalem there he.go.SS 

 Jisasna malogom gabanadigiannu odon. 

 Jesus’ disciples he.to.meet.them he.do.3SG.REMP 

 ‘But one night his (Paul’s) disciples took him and put him towards a small window opening 
up above in the wall and he went through and they put (him) in a basket and while they 
held the rope he descended to the ground outside. Then Saul went to Jerusalem to meet 
with Jesus’ disciples.’ 

 

In (76) Peter is the subject of Ɂobon ‘he walked’ and non ‘he went down’. But in between these verbs 
is the DS verb odoɁob. Here the expression saen osona ‘at one time’ indicates that this DS verb signals a 
change of temporal setting. 
 

(76) Change of temporal setting: Acts 9.32 

Od-oɁo-b Pita hatu Ɂunugna Ɂobon. Od-oɁo-b saen osona ug͡ba 

do-DS-3SG Peter land all.in he.walked do-DS-3SG time one.at he 

Anutna g͡bagu ɁoboɁ dana ɁajaɁa leih age Lida jobon ono bilein 

God’s cut walk men women some they Lydda village there they.lived 

eu meɁiadigiannu non. 

that he.will.see.them he.went down 

‘Then Peter walked through all the land. Then at one time he went down to meet some of God’s 
devoted people who lived in Lydda village.’ 

 

Thus linguistic research identified a sophisticated discourse function of the switch-reference system. 
Because this information was available to the translators they were able to apply it appropriately. 

3.5.4 Logical argument structure in discourse 

In section 4.2 we showed how Amele nonequivalent propositional relationships are the opposite way 
around from English. In English the unmarked order is HEAD-support, whereas in Amele the order is 
support-HEAD. Roberts (1997a) shows it is also the case that the whole reasoning process in Amele is 
reversed from that found in NT Greek and English translations. In NT Greek a deductive reasoning 
process is usually followed, whereas in Amele expository text material an inductive reasoning process is 
usually followed. These two reasoning processes can be contrasted as shown in (77). 
 

(77) 
 

Deductive reasoning: 
thesis [argument(s)] 
In the deductive method one presents the 
thesis first and then follows this with the 
supporting argument(s). 

Inductive reasoning: 
[argument(s)] thesis 
In the inductive method one presents the 
supporting argument(s) first and then 
follows this with the thesis. 

 

Where there was a section of extensive deductive reasoning in the NT Greek SL text, we usually 
found that if we reordered the logical argumentation of the text to follow an inductive reasoning 
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structure, Amele readers could understand this material better and were better able to answer compre-
hension questions.16 Some translation examples requiring logical restructuring are given in (78) and 
(79). The column on the left is an English back translation of the Amele translation before restructuring 
and the column on the right is the Amele translation after restructuring. 
 

(78) 1 Corinthians 2.10–11 

Deductive reasoning— 
thesis [argument(s)]: 
 
(10) But [γάρ] God by his Spirit has shown us 
his hidden word and it has become clear to us. 
For [γάρ] that Spirit searches and sees all 
things. And he also searches and sees God’s 
thinking that lie hidden. 
(11) For [γάρ] a man does not know the 
thinking of another man. A man’s own spirit 
knows well all his own thinking. In the same 
way too only God’s Spirit knows God’s thinking 
well. 

Inductive reasoning— 
[argument(s)] thesis: 
 
(10–11) But a man does not know the thinking 
of another man. A man’s own spirit knows well 
all his own thinking. In the same way too only 
God’s Spirit knows God’s thinking well. 
And God’s Spirit searches and sees all things. 
And he also searches and sees God’s thinking 
that lie hidden. 
Therefore God by his Spirit has shown us his 
hidden word and it has become clear to us. 
 

 

                                                   
16 This actually happened in one checking session. The Amele consultant could not answer the question put to him 
by the translation consultant about the passage that had been read. However, after the passage was restructured 
according to Amele logical reasoning the Amele consultant could answer the question. 
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(79) Romans 8.1–8 
 

In the case of the 1 Corinthians 2.10–11 passage in (77), a simple reversal to give an inductive 
reading is sufficient, but in the case of the Romans 8.1–8 passage in (78), it was necessary to adopt an 
inductive “sandwich” strategy with the thesis mentioned at both the beginning and the end of the 
section. Thus here linguistic research identified another significant difference between how the SL works 
and how the RL works. 

3.6 Lexical analysis 

If we compare the lexical categories of English and Amele, we find many differences, as illustrated in 
table 8. 
 

Deductive reasoning— 
thesis [argument(s)]: 
 
(1) There is therefore now no 
condemnation for those who are in 
Christ Jesus. 
(2) For [γάρ] the law of the Spirit of 
life in Christ Jesus has set me free 
from the law of sin and death. 
(3) For [γάρ] God has done what the 
law weakened by the flesh could not 
do: sending his own Son in the 
likeness of sinful flesh and for sin, 
he condemned sin in the flesh, 
(4) in order that [ἵνα] the just 
requirement of the law might be 
fulfilled in us, who walk not according 
to the flesh but according to the Spirit. 
(5) For [γάρ] those who live according 
to the flesh set their minds on the 
things of the flesh, but those who live 
according to the Spirit set their minds 
on the things of the Spirit. 
(6) For [γάρ] to set the mind on the 
flesh is death, but to set the mind on 
the Spirit is life and peace. 
(7) For the mind that is set on the flesh 
is hostile to God. It does not submit to 
God’s law, indeed it cannot; 
(8) and those who are in the flesh 
cannot please God. 

Inductive reasoning— 
[argument(s)] thesis: (sandwich construction) 
 
(1) Therefore we men gathered together with Christ 
Jesus for us to receive a punishment for our sins a talk 
does not exist. 
(7) If man’s thinking follows the fashion of the old 
stomach then he does not follow and do God’s law talk. 
(8) He is not able to do like that. Therefore that man is 
God’s enemy. 
(5) Therefore those men that walk in the fashion of the 
old stomach their thinking only thinks about things of 
the old stomach. But men that walk in the fashion of the 
Spirit their thinking only thinks about the fashion of the 
Spirit. 
(6) If a man’s thinking only stands in the fashion of the 
old stomach then that man will die. But if a man thinks 
only about the fashion of the Spirit then that man will 
receive peace sitting and life sitting. 
(3–4) Therefore we with the old stomach are without 
strong doing so that thing the law talk is not able to do 
God did. That law talk that tells people to do righteous 
fashion we that do not walk in the way of the old 
stomach fashion lifestyle but walk in the lifestyle of the 
Spirit so that we are able to do that righteous fashion 
God sent his own Son and he took and clothed himself in 
a sinful body like our sinful bodies and came down by 
that he did to put an end to the sin in our old stomachs. 
(2) And then the law talk of the life sitting Spirit that has 
given life to us all that sit gathered together with Christ 
Jesus has freed me from the law talk of sin and death. 
(1) Therefore we men gathered together with Christ 
Jesus for us to receive a punishment for our sins a talk 
does not exist. 
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Table 8. Lexical categories compared 

English  Amele  

Verbs: Main verbs vs. Auxiliary verbs Verbs: Main verbs vs. Serial verbs 
Nouns   

Adjectives Nouns 
Adverbs  

Prepositions Postpositions 
Multiple modal verbs Multiple modal sentence-final particles 
Existential verb ‘be’ Posture verbs ‘sit, lie, stand’ 

 

Whereas English has four major word categories which can be distinguished on morphological and 
syntactic grounds, viz. verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs, Amele has only two: verbs and nouns. 
Words that function as nominal modifiers (adjectives in English) and verbal modifiers (adverbs in 
English) cannot be distinguished on morphological and syntactic grounds in Amele from words that 
function as the head of a noun phrase. Therefore they are all categorised as “nouns”. Also, in English 
many words can belong to multiple lexical categories, e.g., break (verb and noun), red (noun and 
adjective), fast (adjective and adverb), round (adjective, adverb, noun, verb, preposition). By contrast, in 
Amele there is very little overlap between members of the verb and noun classes. Only two instances of 
overlap have been noted where the same morpheme can function as either a noun stem or a verb stem: 
Ɂad ‘enemy’ (noun) and Ɂad-eɁ ‘to fight’ (verb); and ɁuɁui-eɁ ‘to fear’ (verb) or ɁuɁui doɁ ‘to be afraid’ 
(impersonal verb) and ɁuɁui-an ‘his fear’ (inalienably possessed noun). 

Table 8 displays several other differences in lexical categories. Whereas English has prepositions—
such as at, by, in, over and under—which precede their host or object, Amele has postpositions—such as 
na ‘in, at, of, to, by, …’; Ɂa ‘with, add, towards, …’; deɁ ‘from’, Ɂeheleg ‘upwards’, Ɂuhulug ‘downwards’— 
which follow their host or object. 

With regard to verbs, English distinguishes main verbs from auxiliary verbs. The latter apply 
particular grammatical categories to the main verb. Examples are: have…en ‘perfective aspect’, be…ing 
‘progressive aspect’, and be…-ed/-en ‘passive voice’. By contrast, in Amele, grammatical categories like 
tense, aspect and modality are applied to the verb by verbal suffixes and Amele uses verbs in a series 
(called serial verbs) to express the notion of one verb modifying another.17 Some examples of serial verbs 
used in this way are given in (80). 
 

(80) a. nui bil-i-a  c. ehi n-ei-a 

  go sit-3SG-TODP   take come.down-3SG-TODP 

  ‘he went continuously’   he brought (it) down 

 b. ji f-ei-a   d. Ɂusi hed-oi-a 

  eat see-3SG-TODP    scrub finish-3SG-TODP 

  ‘he tasted’   ‘she finished scrubbing’ 
 

Another difference with regards to verbs is that English has a set of modal verbs which are used to 
express various notions of modality, i.e., can, could, may, might, must, ought to, shall, should, will, would. 

                                                   
17 But see Roberts 2012 for an argument that English also has serial verb constructions. 
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By contrast, Amele has a set of sentence-final particles which are used to express various notions of 
modality, i.e., da ‘contra-expectation/conditional obligation’, dain ‘apprehensive/warning’, do 
‘encouragement/exhortation’, fa ‘dubitative question’, fo ‘information question’, ijom~jom 
‘assertive/emphatic’, le~l ‘permissive’, mo ‘supplicative’, nu ‘hortative’ (with infinitive verb), nu 
‘habitual’ (with present tense verb). The English modal verbs can be used to express epistemic (degree of 
belief) or deontic (degree of obligation) modalities. But the Amele modal particles primarily express 
notions of deontic modality. 

Finally, Amele does not have an existential ‘be’ verb as English does. Instead Amele uses several 
posture verbs to express the notion of existence, i.e., bileɁ ‘to sit (down)’, nijeɁ ‘to lie (down)’, and taweɁ 
‘to stand (up)’. The nature of the existence determines which posture verb to use. Typically, people “sit” 
and things “lie” or “stand” depending on their spatial orientation. In (81a), the subject ija ‘I’ refers to a 
person, so bileɁ ‘sit’ is used to express existence. In (81b), ʔabi ‘garden’ has a spatial orientation that is 
horizontal to the ground, so nijeɁ ‘lie (down)’ is used. In Amele culture, houses are built on stilts standing 
above the ground, so taweɁ ‘stand (up)’ is used to express the existence of a house in (81c). 
 

(81) a. Ija ana bil-igi-na? 

  1SG where sit-1SG-PRES 

  ‘Where am I (sitting)?’ 

 b. ʔabi ana nij-ina? 

  garden where lie-3SG.PRES 

  ‘Where is the garden (lying)?’ 

 c. Jo ana taw-ena? 

  house where stand-3SG.PRES 

  ‘Where is the house (standing)?’ 
 

The verbs nijeɁ ‘to lie (down)’ and taweɁ ‘to stand (up)’ can also be used to express the notions of 
‘down’ and ‘up’, as in example (82). 
 

(82) a. Age nij-eig-a. Mala t-ei-a. 

  2PL lie-2PL-TODP chicken go.up-3SG-TODP 

  ‘You stayed down (here). The chicken went up.’ 

 b. ʔam  ohis  taw-ena. 

  sun above stand-3SG.PRES 

  ‘The sun is up above.’ 

3.6.1 Key terms and the lexicon 

We developed an Amele-English dictionary based on Wullenkord (1930). We also kept track of all the 
Amele terms we had to develop especially for the NT translation. There were over two hundred of these. 
The reason for this was that when there was some difficulty in knowing how to translate a particular 
concept expressed in the SL text the translation team would discuss the options and then decide on the 
best way of translating the particular expression. Sometimes this would be a case of choosing from a 
selection of Amele words or phrasal expressions, or if a suitable Amele term was not available then the 
options were either to coin a new term in Amele or to use a loan expression from Tok Pisin. 

Sometimes we needed to discuss an existing term. For example, the term Anut for Θεός ‘God’ was 
used in the existing church literature. But Anut is a borrowing from the Kâte [kmg] language (Morobe 
Province, Finschhafen District). Apparently, the first Lutheran missionaries decided it would be best to 
have one term for ‘God’ throughout all of the church in Madang. So they chose Anut from Kâte for this 
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purpose. However, the Amele have their own term for ‘God’, which is Dogon. We experimented to see if 
this term would be acceptable by producing a version of First John with Dogon for ‘God’. First John uses 
Θεός ‘God’ more often than any other book. But many people were not happy with Dogon, particularly 
younger people who had not heard of the term. So we stayed with Anut for the translation. 

Another existing term we discussed was Kis Gun ‘Holy Spirit’, which literally means 
‘forbidden/taboo steam/spirit’. This was judged not to be a very good equivalent. There are various 
terms in Amele that could be used to express the notion of ἃγιος ‘holy’, such as gun ‘taboo, forbidden’, 
g͡bagoɁ ‘set apart’, ititom ‘upright, morally correct’, and melegan jaueɁ ‘perfectly pure and clean’. A 
suggestion was made to use Kis Melegan JaueɁ for ‘Holy Spirit’ but, again, when we tested this more 
widely, not many people were in favour. So we decided to stay with Kis Gun for ‘Holy Spirit’. 

3.6.2 Finding lexical equivalents 

Lexical study of the Amele language made up most of the linguistic research, and compiling an Amele-
English dictionary enabled the translation team to consolidate their understanding of the vocabulary of 
Amele. There were many times that the translation team had to decide on the best way of translating 
lexical terms from English into Amele. This required an accurate understanding of the Koine Greek terms 
and concepts expressed in English and then a comparison of the meaning of equivalent terms in Amele. 
An example is given below of how the team went about translating the terms δαιμόνιον ‘devil, demon’ 
and πνευμάτων πονηρῶν ‘evil spirit’. First of all, the team needed to understand that these two terms in 
English and Koine Greek refer to the same type of entity and can be translated by one term in Amele. 
Then they had to decide which Amele term to choose from the many options possible. The final solution 
consisted of choosing an existing term and modifying it to coin a new term. When it came to choosing an 
Amele equivalent for ἂγγελος ‘angel’, the choices were limited because of the decisions made in how to 
translate δαιμόνιον and πνευμάτων πονηρῶν. So for ἂγγελος the translation team had to go for the Tok 
Pisin transliteration ensel, which was already known to Amele people. 
 

(83) δαιμόνιον, ‘devil, demon’/πνευμάτων πονηρῶν ‘evil spirit’: An evil spirit that attacks the spiritual 
and physical life of man in fulfillment of the will of Satan its prince. 
Options: 
tibud – A spirit/spirits that inhabit trees, rocks, streams, pools, etc. They can be good or evil. Some 

have proper names, e.g., Amel tibud ‘lightning god’, Mim tibud ‘earthquake god’. They can be 
placated by certain ceremonies. They do not inhabit people. This term has been used in Genesis 
as a title for God, i.e., Tibud Anut ‘Lord God’. With the term tibud preceding the modified 
nominal it has a specific meaning, i.e., ‘The (one and only) God’. 

buga – Spirit messengers that can be sent out by the tibud to bring good or evil to people. They can 
be good or evil. They can attack people but they cannot inhabit people. 

ɁauɁ basam – Evil spirits which inhabit ologb͡anih ‘hell’. They can bring harm to people but cannot 
inhabit people. 

batag – A spirit that lives in trees. 
imul – A spirit that lives in the kwila tree. 
maulom – A spirit being that can appear as a human and lives in the forest. 
mildu – A spririt being, an elf, which is mischievous more than harmful. 
naulan – A spirit with white skin. (The first white men were thought to be such spirit beings.) 
sasail – A spirit that inhabits high places. 
sil – A spirit that can appear as a bat or a firefly. 
kis – Steam or the spirit-breath or life-breath of a person. It can be good or evil. So a person who is 

ranting and raving can be said to have an evil kis. The kis spirit leaves a person only when he 
dies. This term is used for the Holy Spirit: Kis Gun. 
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dol, dolog – A person’s spirit or ghost that can leave the body when he is asleep or after he has died. 
It can be recognised as the person concerned especially after the person has died. A biblical 
equivalent to this term would be Peter’s ἂγγελος ‘angel’ (Acts 12:15). 

hanas – A spirit that is a person’s double and fights for him/her in the spirit world. 
hahaban – A person’s spirit which leaves when the person is startled, as in ‘I jumped out my skin’. 
hahun – A person’s reflection or shadow spirit. 
Solution: 
In the end the translation team thought the choice for translating δαιμόνιον ‘devil, demon’, 
πνευμάτων πονηρῶν ‘evil spirit’ was between kis, which basically refers to the effect of demon 
possession, and buga, which refers to the entity that can cause things like sickness and accident. 
They decided on buga, since this describes an entity separate from the person. But they had to 
specify buga me g͡bee ‘bad spirit’ since in local belief it can be either good or bad. 

 

(84) ἂγγελος: ‘angel, messenger (from God)’ 
Options: 
buga – Spirit messengers that can be sent out by the tibud to bring good or evil to people. The 

problem with using buga to translate ἂγγελος is that this term has already been used to 
translate δαιμόνιον and πνευμάτων πονηρῶν, which are messengers from Satan. 

sos – Messenger, message. The problem with using sos is that it has only human connotations and 
the term ἂγγελος refers to a spirit being. 

Ensel – Angel. (Tok Pisin transliteration) 
Solution: 
The translation team decided to use the Tok Pisin transliteration as it was really the only option. 

 

Sometimes the search for lexical equivalence turned up unexpected results. For example, as shown 
in (85), the Greek NT has three terms for ‘neighbour’. All of these terms are used in the context of a 
communal agricultural society and denote ‘people living near to where a person lives and works in 
his/her fields’. They are therefore synonyms. 
 

(85) a. γείτων – ‘neighbours’ lit. ‘one living in the same land’, always plural in NT, e.g., Luke 14.12: 
‘Then Jesus said to his host, “When you give a luncheon or dinner, do not invite your 
friends, your brothers or sisters, your relatives, or your rich neighbours (γείτονας 
πλουσίους) …”’ 

 b. περίοικον – ‘neighbours’ (adj.) lit. ‘dwelling around’, used as a noun in Luke 1.58: ‘Her 
neighbours (οἱ περίοικοι) and relatives heard that the Lord had shown her great mercy, and 
they shared her joy.’ 

 c. πλησίον – ‘neighbours’ (adj., the neuter form of the adjective πλησίον, from πέλᾰς ‘near’), 
used as an adverb accompanied by the article, lit. ‘the (one) near’, e.g., Luke 10.27: ‘Love 
your neighbour (τὸν πλησίον) as yourself.’ 

 

English, on the other hand, has only the one term neighbour. Unlike the NT Greek terms, the English 
term is used in the context of an urban society. The definition for neighbour in English as found in The 
New Oxford Dictionary of English is ‘a person living next door or very near to the speaker or person 
referred to’. As can be seen, this term is only partially synonymous with the NT Greek terms. 
Furthermore, English has no synonyms for neighbour. 

Now compare Amele. Like NT Greek, Amele has three synonyms, each of which expresses the notion 
of “neighbour”, as illustrated in (86). 
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(86) a. utugb͡an – [kinship term] ‘near neighbour(s), relatives living in the same village’ 
b. mudug͡ban – [kinship term] ‘distant neighbour(s), relatives living in a nearby village or valley’ 
c. hual – ‘south-coast people, people living in the same land, neighbour(s)’ 

 

However, the context of these terms in Amele is a kinship culture where one’s neighbour will 
typically be someone related by kinship. The first term, utugb͡an, refers to those living in the same village 
or hamlet as the speaker or person referred to. The second term, mudug͡ban, refers to those living in a 
nearby village or perhaps in the next valley. The third term, hual, is a more general term referring to all 
the people living in a particular location. However, none of the Amele terms is exactly synonymous with 
any of the NT Greek terms nor with the English term neighbour. NT Greek has different terms for 
‘neighbour’ and ‘relative’. But in Amele these notions are combined in the one set of terms. The Amele 
term utug͡ban is synonymous with English neighbour only in terms of proximity of location to the person 
referred to. After discussion, the translation team decided to use the Amele term utugb͡an to translate the 
concept of ‘neighbour’. They decided that this term best represented the meaning of ‘people living 
nearby’. 

Sometimes there was a mismatch of connotations between lexical equivalents. For example, 
compare eat in English with jeɁ ‘eat’ in Amele. In English you “eat” food but “drink” water. Something 
can be “eaten away” and you “eat up” your dinner. You can “eat your heart out” (when you long for 
something) and “eat your words” (retract what you say). In Amele, on the other hand, you jeɁ both food 
and water. You can jeɁ tobacco, which means ‘to smoke’. A man can jeɁ a woman, which means ‘to have 
sexual relations with her’. Also cannibalism is a taboo topic in Amele. So jeɁ in Amele has a very 
different set of connotations than “eat” in English. Thus “How can this man give us his flesh to eat?” 
John 6.52 has different connotations in Amele than it has in English. For example, an Amele 
interpretation here could be that Jesus is talking about his enemies eating him after they have killed him 
in order to take on his life force. 

We kept a record of all such reasoning and decisions taken by the translation team on translating 
lexical expressions that were not straightforward. Over two hundred terms are recorded in the Amele key 
terms dictionary. 

3.6.3 Mismatch of motion verbs 

Talmy (1985) points out a crucial typological difference in the ways that languages conflate semantic 
features in motion verbs. The central semantic feature of a motion verb must be [MOVE], but languages 
differ in what other semantic features they combine with this primary feature. In English, for example, 
the semantic feature that most frequently combines with [MOVE] is that of [MANNER], and English has 
a wealth of such motion verbs, such as crawl [MOVE+MANNER: using all four limbs] and stumble 
[MOVE+ MANNER: briefly losing control of one’s legs]. Other examples are walk, stroll, wander, 
meander, roam, drift, amble, hike, skip, saunter, traipse, trot, lope, jog, run, bolt, dart, dash, sprint, scurry, 
race, rush, sail, fly, drive, swim and cruise. The [MOVE+MANNER] combination in motion verbs is 
common in many Indo-European languages. But there is an alternative combination of [MOVE+PATH], 
which occurs in Romance, Semitic, Polynesian, Bantu and Mayan languages, as well as in Japanese. It 
also occurs in Amele. This language has many motion verbs that specify both the motion and the path of 
the motion, such as nueɁ ‘go’, hoɁ ‘come’, leɁ ‘go in’, teɁ ‘go up’, noɁ ‘go down’, beɁ ‘come up’, neɁ ‘come 
down’, tobeɁ ‘ascend’, toneɁ ‘descend’, eheɁ ‘take (from here to there)’ and ahuɁ ‘bring (from there to 
here)’. 

There is a syntactic consequence to this typological difference between the semantics of motion 
verbs. In English, because the semantics of a motion verb often does not include any information about 
the path of the motion, this information has to be stated in a satellite construction, most commonly as a 
prepositional phrase. Some examples are given in (87). 
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(87) a. Philip sauntered into the house. 
b. The duck flew up on the roof. 
c. The castaway crawled up onto the beach. 

 

By contrast, a language with motion verbs specified with [MOVE+PATH] will not say anything 
about the manner of the motion and this information has to be provided by adding a satellite in the form 
of an adverbial phrase of some kind. This can be illustrated by the Spanish sentences in (88). 
 

(88) a. Las botellas entraron a la cueva flotando. 
‘The bottle entered the cave floating.’ 

b. El muchacho cruzó el río a nado. 
‘The boy crossed the river by swimming.’ 

c. Sacaron a Juan de la casa a patadas. 
‘They extracted John from the house with kicks.’ 

 

English maps the PATH of movement onto a satellite. It has framing satellites and is therefore called 
a satellite-framed language. Because of this, in English a single motion verb can have multiple PP paths. 
An example is given in (89), where the verb throw has three satellites. 
 

(89) The deer starts running and he throws him off1, over the cliff2, into the water3. 
 

By contrast, Amele maps the path of movement onto the verb itself. It has framing verbs and is 
therefore called a verb-framed language. But this means that in Amele a motion verb can have only one 
path of the same type. It cannot have multiple destination paths, for example, as in the English sentence 
in (90). This example shows how the translation into Amele of Acts 14.21 from the English SL text has to 
include far more motion verbs than the equivalent sentence in English (and Greek). 
 

(90) Acts 14.21: Motion verbs in English and Amele compared 
a. English: Then they returned to Lystra1, Iconium2 and Antioch3. 

[one motion verb with three destination PP paths] 
b. Amele: Then they returned from Derbe and went towards Lystra1, and then arrived at Iconium2 

and from there went from Iconium and arrived at Antioch3 in Pisidia.  
[three motion verbs, each with a single destination NP path] 

3.6.4 Speech verbs and rhetorical questions 

As with motions verbs, English has a large number of speech verbs with the semantic features of 
[SAY+MANNER] that can be used as a speech orienter, e.g., add, admit, announce, answer, argue, ask, 
assert, beg, boast, claim, comment, conclude, confess, cry (out), declare, exclaim, explain, insist, maintain, 
note, object, observe, order, promise, protest, proclaim, read, recall, remark, reply, respond, shout (out), 
scream, shout, state, tell, think, urge, warn, whisper, wonder, write. By contrast, Amele has relatively few 
speech orienter verbs, the main ones being madeɁ ‘to say, tell’ (to report a statement); sisileɁ ‘to ask’ (to 
report a question); ɁisdoɁ ‘to think’ (to report a thought) and jag͡beɁ ‘to write’ (to report something in 
writing). The manner of the speech can be indicated by the addition of a qualifying serial verb. Some 
examples are given in (91) with the word madeɁ. 
 

(91) g͡basali madeɁ  ‘confess, testify, witness’ 
gatiti madeɁ   ‘order’ 
utai madeɁ   ‘cry out’ 
Ɂeseli li madeɁ  ‘respond’ 
salug͡bi u madeɁ  ‘threaten’ 
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jejeg hewi madeɁ  ‘answer, respond’ 
um g͡bu madeɁ  ‘accuse’ 
suli u madeɁ   ‘praise’ 
inondu madeɁ  ‘pray’ 

 

Since Amele basically only has one verb for reporting statements and one for reporting questions, 
the issue arose as to how to mark rhetorical questions. In texts only a genuine question is marked with 
sisileɁ ‘to ask’. It came to light in one of the checking sessions that a rhetorical question should not be 
marked with sisileɁ since it is not a genuine question and there is no reply. So rhetorical questions in the 
translation were marked with madeɁ ‘to say, tell’ from then onwards. An example of a regular question 
marked with sisileɁ is given in (92) and an example of a rhetorical question marked with madeɁ in (93). 
 

(92) Regular questions require sisileɁ ‘to ask’: Matt 9.14 

Saen euna Jonna malogom age JisasɁa humeig sisildoin, “Eetanu egeɁa FarisiɁa ege gaid esu esu 
saabnu g͡bagu bilug͡buna g͡ba hinana malogom eu g͡bee saabnu g͡bagu bilegina?” doin. 

‘Then John’s disciples came and asked him, “How is it that we and the Pharisees fast, but your 
disciples do not fast?”’ 

 

(93) Rhetorical questions require madeɁ ‘to say’: Matt 5.13a 

Jisas je haun maaden, “Age odi mahamahanu maɁas bilegina. Eug͡ba maɁas ug͡bana mug g͡bah 
beɁebfi adi haun mugɁa migian?” 

‘Jesus said more to them, “You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can 
it be made salty again?”’ 

3.6.5 Lexicology and theology 

In this section we will look at some cases where lexicology played a significant role in theological 
interpretation. First, in Amele the noun ‘father’ is an inalienably possessed kinship term. One has to say 
memi ‘my father’, memen ‘your father’, memige ‘our father’, etc. One cannot say ‘father’ or ‘a/the father’. 
Second, the apostle John in his gospel is very careful to present Jesus as the unique Son of God. So he 
never has Jesus addressing God as ‘our Father’, for example. When he speaks to Mary Magdalene after 
his resurrection, he tells her, “Go instead to my brothers and tell them, ‘I am returning to my Father and 
your Father, to my God and your God’” (John 20.17). So we had to be careful when translating 
references to God as ‘the Father’ in John’s gospel. For example, in John 4.21, ‘Jesus declared, “Believe 
me, woman, a time is coming when you (people) will worship the Father neither on this mountain nor in 
Jerusalem”’, was translated as “… when you men will worship (saying) ‘Our Father God’ …” 

The semantics of Ɂal meɁ ‘to die’ in Amele does not allow an important biblical truth to be 
translated as such. Rom 5.8 says, ‘While we were still sinners, Christ died for us’. In initial drafting this 
verse was translated just this way using the postposition nu ‘for’ to express the benefaction, as shown in 
(94). 
 

(94) Eug͡ba ege silail dana bibilug͡bun Krais ege=nu Ɂal men. 

 but 1PL wicked man DUR.sitting.1PL.DS.SIM.R Christ 1PL=for he.died  

 ‘But while we were sinful men Christ died for us.’ 
 

But when we checked this translation with older speakers, they said, “No, you cannot say, ‘Someone 
died for someone else’”. The linguistic reason turned out to be as follows. In English, benefactive ‘for’ has 
at least three meanings: 
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• recipient benefactive: Sally baked a cake for Tom. 
• plain benefactive: Rita sang for the students. 
• deputative benefactive: Sydney Carton died for Charles Darnay. 

 

But in Amele one cannot use the deputative benefactive as an argument of the verb with Ɂal meɁ 
‘die’. We had to retranslate ‘for us’ in Rom 5.8 as a purpose clause ‘in order to save us’, as shown in (95). 
 

(95) Eug͡ba ege silail dana bibilug͡bun Krais Ɂesul-g-igi-an=nu Ɂal men. 

  Christ save-1PL-3SG-FUT=for he.died 

 ‘But while we were sinful men Christ died to save us.’ 

3.7 Final checks and typesetting 

Even at the final checking and typesetting stages of the Amele NT translation the project benefited from 
insights gained through linguistic research. When we were nearing the completion of the translation of 
the Amele NT we conducted a survey to find out how the Amele people would like their NT to look. At 
the time, NTs produced by the SIL-PNG Branch were normally single column but someone from the 
Amele translation team suggested that it would be good to produce the Amele NT as double column 
because “then it would look like a Bible”.18 So we decided to survey the Amele people with a test 
publication. We produced “typeset” versions of Matthew’s gospel in both single-column and double-
column format and asked people which they preferred. The overwhelming majority of people surveyed 
said they preferred the double-column format. We also asked the SIL-PNG Literacy Department if they 
foresaw any literacy-type problems if we made the Amele NT double column. They said that the reason 
we have English Bibles with double column in the first place is to make the text easier to read for new 
readers! New readers are better able to find the next line of the text if they do not have to go all the way 
across the page. So, after these consultations we decided to produce the Amele NT in double-column 
format. 

But then when it came to typesetting in double column there was an issue of where to break words 
at a line break. Verbs can be long and morphologically complex in Amele. For example, Roberts (1996) 
shows how it is quite possible to have a verb like Ɂogog-Ɂigig-ut-eɁe-b-ut-eɁe-b-egi-na ‘they are twisting (it) 
for each other repeatedly in a haphazard manner’. We needed to have a word break convention for 
Amele. According to the website of Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, the conventions for breaking 
a word at a line break in English refer to both the phonological and morphological structure of the 
word.19 Example (96) illustrates the different possibilities for making line breaks in the related English 
words petroleum, petrochemical and petrodollar. The raised dot (•) indicates the suggested place for a line 
break in each case. 
 

(96) pe• tro• leum    \pə-'trō-lē-əm\ 
pet• ro• chem• i• cal  \ˌpe-trō-'ke-mi-kəl\ 
pet• ro• dol• lar   \'pe-trō-ˌdä-lər\ 

 

                                                   
18 It is not clear whether the tradition of printing NTs in single column was perpetuated because in the early days 
prior to electronic publishing double column was a lot more difficult to produce technically and the tradition of 
using single column had just persisted, or whether there were other reasons why SIL-PNG NT translations were 
hardly ever double column. 
19 See Merriam-Webster, Help, “Entries”. Accessed 25 April 2013. http://merriam-webster.com/help/dictnotes/ 
entries.htm. 

http://merriam-webster.com/help/dictnotes/%20entries.htm
http://merriam-webster.com/help/dictnotes/%20entries.htm
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This example shows that word breaks in English are made primarily with reference to the 
phonological structure. For example, the word petroleum has two analysable morphemes: 
[petr]+[oleum] (from Latin petr ‘rock’ and oleum ‘oil’, so literally ‘rock oil’). But a word break is given as 
[•tr+o•] for petroleum, since \'trō\ carries primary stress in this word. In petrochemical and petrodollar the 
word break is placed in the middle of the \t•r\ CC cluster in petro- because of the different syllable stress 
patterns in these words, again breaking up the morpheme petr. 

However, we judged that making word breaks at line breaks in Amele based on the syllable patterns 
of words would not be helpful to Amele readers. In the existing literature all word breaks at line breaks 
are at morpheme boundaries. So we decided to follow this convention for the Amele NT. This meant that 
we had to work closely with the typesetter to tell him where the morphological boundaries were in each 
word that needed to be broken. Thus a linguistic understanding of the Amele language was needed even 
at the final typesetting stage of the translation project. 

4 The insufficiency of mother tongue intuition 

Cahill and Benn (2011:50) observe: “One barrier to faithfulness of meaning in Bible translation is a 
tendency for translators to translate literally from their primary SL text. In this case, ‘literal’ refers to 
very closely following the grammatical structure and vocabulary of the SL in the RL translation”. They 
then provide some examples of mistranslations where the MTT has followed the SL word order too 
closely, translated one word in the SL with one word in the RL, translated rhetorical questions as literal 
questions, translated SL figurative speech literally or neglected to translate discourse structure. The 
authors also give examples where an overliteral translation has failed to recognise implied information 
or the emotional impact of a passage. 

They further note that the reasons for overliteral translations are not random but systematic, due to 
the very nature of translation and the background knowledge that MTTs bring to the process. A 
translation that closely follows the form and structure of the SL is the most intuitive, easiest and fastest 
translation method. A literal translation also requires the least amount of intellectual effort, so it is the 
natural place to begin when first engaging with a translation task. The authors suggest there are several 
factors that may bias an MTT towards doing a literal translation, namely: 

• Respect for the Word of God (“We don’t want to change it”) 
• Opinion that the RL is inadequate due to a lack of awareness of the rich structure of the RL 
• Inexperience in writing their language 

 

In section 3 we showed that an understanding of the linguistic patterns and structures of Amele 
benefitted the translation practice. We also showed that in many respects the linguistic characteristics of 
Amele are quite different from those of English, the primary SL. What this meant is that a particular 
linguistic form in English often required quite a different linguistic form for translation into Amele. In 
this section, we review the topics discussed in section 3 and show how they were beneficial to MTTs in 
helping them produce a more natural translation. Repeatedly we found that the Amele MTTs did not 
intuitively know all of the linguistic differences between the English SL and the Amele RL or how some 
linguistic features in English found their proper equivalence in Amele. The result was that frequently 
they defaulted to an inappropriately literal translation. 

4.1 Grammatical categories 

In section 3.4.1.1 we showed that English has a relative tense system for referring to events in time, such 
as past, present, future, past in past, future in past, and present in future in past, whereas Amele has 
degrees of absolute tense, i.e., remote past, yesterday’s past, today’s past, present, prospective future and 
regular future tense. While the Amele MTTs knew how to use these tense systems correctly in Amele and 
English, they had difficulty in some cases transferring from the system in English to the system in Amele. 
We gave some examples of past in past constructions in Matthew’s gospel where it was not always 
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appropriate to simply translate this as remote past tense in Amele. In some cases the translation should 
have been in yesterday’s past or today’s past tense. 

In section 3.4.1.2 we showed that in Koine Greek the irrealis modality (subjunctive) applies to 
future conditions of fact and in English it applies to present conditions contrary to fact while in Amele 
the irrealis modality (counterfactual) applies to past conditions contrary to fact. The problem was that it 
was not possible to maintain both the temporal setting (past, present or future) and the modality (realis 
or irrealis) in translating contrary-to-fact conditional statements into Amele. In the John 14.2 example 
cited in (28), initial attempts to translate “If it were not so, I would have told you” tried to maintain the 
present tense in Amele and came out as “If it is not so, I am not telling you”, which does not express the 
counterfactuality of the conditional. In order to express the counterfactuality, the past form must be used 
to say “If it had not been so, I would not have told you”. The MTTs’ native speaker intuitions alone were 
not sufficient for them to see how to match the English tense and modality systems with the Amele ones. 

In section 3.4.1.3 we showed that while Amele can express a range of imperative forms which 
become less demanding as one adds different levels of irreality, English uses question forms and 
statement forms to express more polite degrees of imperative. Initially, the MTTs translated all 
imperatives in the SL text with the default and strongest imperative form in Amele. But when it was 
explained to them that Amele had other options and that they were not restricted to the default form, 
they used imperative expressions more appropriate to the context. For example, after discussion it was 
decided that a milder imperative form should be used in Matt 19.21 and Acts 21.39, shown in (97) and 
(98) respectively. 
 

(97) Milder Imperative in Matt 19.21: 

English Jesus answered, “If you want to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and give to 
the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me”. 

Greek ὕπαγε πώλησον… δὸς… δεῦρο, ἀκολούθει μοι 

 go.IMPER sell.IMPER … give.IMPER …  come.IMPER follow.IMPER me 

Amele nuimeg idadumeg siwiadaga=le hu tootaga=le 

 go.SS sell.SS give.them=PERM come.SS follow.me=PERM 
 

(98) Milder Imperative in Acts 21.39: 

English Paul answered, “I am a Jew, from Tarsus in Cilicia, a citizen of no ordinary city. 
Please let me speak to the people”. 

Greek δέομαι δέ σου, ἐπίτρεψον μοι λαλῆσαι πρὸς τὸν λαόν 

 I beg of you permit.IMPER me to speak to the people 

Amele cultecem … je maadiga=le 

 allow.me.DS … speech tell.them=PERM 
 

In section 3.4.1.4 we showed that linguistic research had found that where there is a choice 
between negating the subordinate clause and negating the superordinate clause, the latter is preferred in 
Amele. Yet typically, the MTTs produced translated materials where the negation applied to the 
subordinate clause. We determined that in this case the MTTs were simply following the structural order 
of negation in the English SL text where the negator precedes both the main verb and the subordinate 
verb. This produced sentences in Amele that though not ungrammatical were nevertheless unidiomatic. 

In section 3.4.2 we showed that while in English reflexives and reciprocals are both expressed 
pronominally, in Amele reflexivity is expressed by an affixed pronoun and reciprocity is expressed by a 
special form of the verb. In translation, the MTTs tried to use the reflexive pronominal forms in Amele to 
translate both reflexive and reciprocal actions. It was not evident to them that reciprocal forms should be 
translated using the reciprocal verb form. They were working on the principle that a pronominal form in 
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the SL text should be translated as a pronominal form in the receptor language even though this clearly 
produced an inaccurate translation. 

4.2 Grammatical structures 

In section 3.4.3.1 we explained that whereas English (SVO) and Koine Greek (VSO) have head-first 
syntax, Amele (SOV) has head-last syntax. When it came to ordering constituents in phrase or sentence 
structure, the MTTs were influenced by the English head-first order in translating clausal HEAD-support 
and HEAD-restatement constructions. Instead of transposing these structures into the unmarked orders of 
support-HEAD and restatement-HEAD in Amele respectively, the MTTs would usually translate them as 
marked head-first constructions. For example, a RESULT-reason arrangement in the SL text would be 
translated as a ‘result What for? reason’ construction into Amele. But this places emphatic focus on the 
reason proposition. It is a marked construction and does not follow the information structure of the SL 
text. 

With respect to HEAD-restatement constructions, COMMAND-assertion constructions were typically 
translated as command-ASSERTION constructions which makes the assertion the head of the construc-
tion. This goes against the propositional logic where the assertion is supposed to support the command, 
and the command is the more important proposition. Again, keeping the HEAD-restatement order from 
the SL text skews the information structure in the Amele translation. These types of mismatches in 
information structure between the SL text and Amele were more difficult for the MTTs to see because 
they are at a higher, more abstract level of the language. 

In section 3.4.3.2 we showed that another important syntactic difference between Amele and the SL 
influenced how the MTTs translated. Amele is a head-marking language where the grammatical marks 
showing relations between the predicate and its arguments are marked on the head, i.e., the verb, rather 
than on the modifiers or dependents. Thus the verb in Amele can be marked for the person and number 
of the subject, direct object and oblique object arguments. All coding of these arguments can be made on 
the verb and free pronouns representing these arguments are redundant. A free pronoun is used only for 
a particular purpose. English, on the other hand, is a dependent-marking language and the grammatical 
marks showing relations between different constituents of a phrase are placed on the dependents or 
modifiers, rather than on the head (or nucleus) of the phrase in question. Thus with respect to arguments 
of the predicate in the clause, English marks only third person subject agreement on the verb and all 
other arguments of the verb, including subject, have to be minimally indicated by a free pronoun.So 
while Amele does not need free pronouns in the clause, English requires them. However, the MTTs 
tended to follow the English source text and use a pronoun in the translation where it was not necessary 
in Amele. 

In section 3.4.3.3 we showed that Amele has a different information focus structure from English in 
several respects. One difference is that whereas in English narrow focus is marked by intonation, in 
Amele narrow focus is marked morphologically. Specifically, in Amele the question particle fo can be 
placed on the focussed constituent in the sentence to express narrow focus. However, the MTTs did not 
automatically use the question particle in this way where it was appropriate to do so. 

Another difference was that whereas English has a postverbal focus structure V Focus XP expressed 
with a clefted sentence, Amele has a preverbal focus structure XP Focus V where the focussed item is 
placed immediately before the verb. The MTTs did not recognise the similarity in function of these 
different focus structures in English and Amele in translation. They typically produced a construction 
where the focussed element followed the verb, as in English. 

4.3 Reported speech 

In section 3.4.4 we showed that indirect speech functions in a different way in Amele than it does in 
English. In English both the direct and indirect speech forms are used to report what someone said. The 
direct speech form purports to give the exact words that someone has said, while indirect speech 
provides an interpretation (by the reporter) of what someone has said. In Amele, on the other hand, the 
direct speech form is basically the only form used to report speech. The indirect speech form is used for 
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other purposes, such as to express thoughts or desires, to express the sound that something makes or to 
express hearsay. The MTTs were not automatically aware of the different functions of reported speech in 
English and Amele. Hence they usually translated indirect speech forms in the English SL text into 
indirect speech forms in Amele, even when it was inappropriate to do so. These cases had to be reworked 
into direct speech forms. 

Linguistic analysis of recorded Amele texts had shown that it was possible to multiply embed direct 
speeches in a structure like this: [ [ [ [ quote ] said ] quote ] said ]. The basic principle of construction is 
to have a corresponding closing right “bracket” for each speech orienter left “bracket”. It was possible to 
embed quotes up to three levels for the purpose of translating embedded speeches in the book of 
Revelation. However, the MTTs were quite stumped as to how to translate these embedded speeches in 
Revelation until it was demonstrated to them how it could be done. 

4.4 Discourse analysis 

In section 3.5.1 we showed that the morphosyntactic coding was different for the participant tracking 
categories of S1 (the subject is the same as in the previous clause or sentence), S2 (the subject was the 
addressee of a speech reported in the previous sentence in a closed conversation), S3 (the subject was 
involved in the previous sentence in a non-subject role other than in a closed conversation), and S4 
(other changes of subject than those covered by S2 and S3) between Amele and English. 

The reason for this is that Amele is a head-marking language and clausal arguments are minimally 
marked on the verb. The use of free pronouns in Amele for reference tracking is redundant. This 
contrasts with English, which is a dependent-marking language, where the minimal reference tracking 
exponent is a free pronoun. However, we observed that the MTTs tended to follow the English SL text 
and use pronouns in the Amele translation where they were not needed. 

We also showed in section 3.5.1 that Amele has a discourse NP + pronoun strategy used for 
referring to a participant at critical points in the story. These are: 

• when a new main participant is introduced, 
• when a main participant interacts with another participant, e.g., speaks to someone, 
• when a main participant leaves the scene, and 
• at the climax of the story. 

 

We observed that the MTTs did not use this discourse strategy appropriately in the translation. Instead 
they tended to literally translate whatever was in the English SL text. 

In section 3.5.2 we showed how the switch-reference system in Amele is used to keep track of who 
or what the discourse topic of a passage of text is. We showed how in the Luke 2.25–28 passage 
illustrated in (70) the switch-reference marking and the NP + pronoun coding is used to indicate that 
Simeon is the discourse topic of this passage rather than the Holy Spirit. The passage in question had to 
be worked up to this level of discourse sophistication which was not achieved in the initial drafting of 
the MTTs. 

In section 3.5.3 we described how analysis of Amele texts had shown that the switch-reference 
system can also be used to indicate discourse thematic changes of time, place and possible world setting. 
In first drafting the MTTs did not use the switch-reference system in this sophisticated way. It was only 
at a later stage of checking when the text was reworked by older speakers that places were identified in 
the translation where marking of discourse thematic setting changes could be applied. 

In section 3.5.4 we described how the way logical argumentation is presented in Amele narrative is 
the opposite way around from that found in NT Greek and English translations that have this 
argumentation. In NT Greek the thesis is presented first and the supporting arguments follow, whereas in 
Amele—in a sermon, for example—the supporting arguments are presented first followed by the thesis as 
a conclusion. This appears to be further influence of the HEAD-last syntax and the support-HEAD default 
arrangement of logical propositions found in Amele. The importance of this difference was not apparent 
in the translation process at first. But we found in checking sessions that where there was a section of 
extensive deductive reasoning in the NT Greek SL text, the Amele readers could understand this material 
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better and were better able to answer comprehension questions if we reordered the logical 
argumentation of the text to follow an inductive reasoning structure. This kind of restructuring of 
extensive passages, such as 1 Cor 2.10–11 and Rom 8.1–8, could be done only after the passages had 
been translated in the order presented in English. The thesis and the supporting arguments had to be 
identified and then restructured accordingly. For longer passages, such as Rom 8.1–8, it was found to be 
helpful if the thesis was placed at both the beginning and the end of the passage in an inclusio 
arrangement. 

4.5 Lexical analysis 

In section 3.6.1 and section 3.6.2 we showed that it was not always straightforward to translate a given 
lexical term in English into Amele. Sometimes there was no obvious equivalent in Amele. For example, 
ἁρμα ‘chariot’ (Acts 8.28) has no translational equivalent in Amele. For this we had to use karis, a 
transliteration from Tok Pisin. Another example is ἔρημος ‘desert’ (Matt 3.1). Here we decided to use 
wadau ‘uninhabited forest (wilderness)’ to convey the sense of aloneness instead of a descriptive phrase 
such as cudun waca qee ‘place without water’, which would have been a more accurate translational 
equivalent but meaningless to the average Amele reader. Sometimes there were multiple translational 
options, as for δαιμόνιον ‘devil, demon’ and πνευμάτων πονηρῶν ‘evil spirit’, and here the best choice 
needed to be made in consultation with the whole translation team. 

In section 3.6.3 we showed there is a mismatch between English and Amele in the semantic features 
of motion verbs. English has many motion verbs which express the semantic feature combination of 
[MOVE+MANNER] and few that express the semantic feature combination of [MOVE+PATH]. Amele, 
by contrast, has many motion verbs which express the semantic feature combination of [MOVE+PATH] 
and few that express the semantic feature combination of [MOVE+MANNER]. 

The syntactic consequence of this difference is that in English, where the semantics of a motion verb 
does not include any information about the path of the motion, this information has to be stated in a 
satellite construction, most commonly as a prepositional phrase. By contrast, Amele has motion verbs 
specified with [MOVE+PATH] and the manner of the motion has to be expressed typically by a combin-
ing serial verb. But because the PATH of movement is mapped into the verb, each motion verb in Amele 
can have only one PATH of the same type. A motion verb in English, on the other hand, can have 
multiple paths. We found that when MTTs translated passages such as Acts 14.21 they tended to leave 
out some of the paths rather than add more motion verbs. 

In section 3.6.4 we described how Amele has one verb for reporting statements, madec ‘to say, tell’, 
and one verb for reporting questions, sisileɁ ‘to ask’. At one point in our checking sessions it was decided 
that a rhetorical question should not be marked with sisileɁ since it is not a genuine question and there is 
no reply. Use of the verb sisileɁ expects a reply. From then onwards the translators used madeɁ with 
rhetorical questions. However, the MTTs were not aware of this issue until it was discussed by the 
translation team. 

In section 3.6.5 we described how the term for “father” in Amele is an inalienably possessed noun 
and one has to express the relationship as “my father”, “your father’, “our father”, etc. It is not possible 
to say “father” or “a/the father”. This raised an issue with expressing “Father” as a term referring to God 
in John’s gospel. The apostle John is very careful to present Jesus as the unique Son of God and he never 
has Jesus addressing God as “our Father”. We therefore had to be careful in translating “the Father” as 
references to God in some passages in John’s gospel, where it could be understood as Jesus addressing 
God as “our Father”. However, the MTTs were not aware of these issues and usually translated every 
instance of “the Father” as Anut Memige ‘Our Father God’. 

We also showed that the verb ‘to die’ in Amele does not allow the use of the deputative benefactive. 
So it is unidiomatic to say in Amele “Christ died for us”, as in Rom 5.8 for example. This had to be 
expressed as a purpose clause, i.e., “Christ died to save us”. The MTTs translated this passage literally 
even though it was unidiomatic to do so. 

Thus there were many aspects of the translation process where the Amele MTTs produced inaccur-
ate literal translations or mistranslations simply because they did not fully appreciate the linguistic 
differences between the English SL and the Amele RL. Furthermore, the linguistic information about 
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Amele was available to the translation team only because someone had conducted this research into the 
morphosyntactic and discourse structures of the language and written up this information. If this 
linguistic research had not been done then the Amele translators would have had only their native 
speaker intuitions to rely on and that would have been insufficient for the task. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we have shown how comprehensive linguistic research into the Amele language provided 
essential and timely help to the translation project. This research covered the phonological, morpho-
logical, syntactic and discourse structures of the language. In order to conduct this research a corpus of 
texts authored by Amele speakers was collected over a period of two to three years. The corpus included 
traditional folk stories, historical accounts, personal testimonies, sermons, explanations, procedural 
accounts, dialogues and letters. These texts were analysed to discover what the natural forms in the 
language were. Once this analysis was completed we had a comprehensive and objective understanding 
of what made a well-formed sentence and a well-formed text in the Amele language. We could then 
check any translated material against this representation of natural forms. 

Because we had this blueprint of natural forms we were also able to test the thesis that native 
speaker translators know intuitively how to translate into their own language in a way that follows the 
natural forms and patterns of the RL rather than those of the SL. In section 4 we showed that because the 
morphosyntactic systems of the English SL are in many respects radically different from those of Amele, 
the Amele MTTs had a number of difficulties in selecting the proper form of expression in Amele. This 
applied as much to the morphosyntactic level, where MTTs are not expected to make mistranslations, as 
to the discourse structure level, where it is more difficult for the MTT to see what constitutes a well-
formed pattern. 

This paper has concentrated on the more subtle linguistic mismatches between English/Koine Greek 
and Amele and shown how a lack of knowledge of these mismatches by the MTTs caused them to go 
astray in the translation process in various ways. On the other hand, it has also shown how linguistic 
research confirmed the intuitions of Amele speakers about their language in other ways. Specifically, 
these are the ways that linguistic research supported and guided the Amele NT translation project: 

• The language survey research described in section 3.1 confirmed Amele speakers’ intuitions 
about dialects and the vitality of their language. It also gave direction with respect to the 
dialect in which the translation project should be conducted. 

• The phonology research described in section 3.3 guided decisions on orthography, viz. the 
orthographic representation of certain segments and word forms. It also explained what the 
vowel harmony in nouns and verbs was so that a sociolinguistic decision could be made 
whether to represent it in the NT. 

• The morphosyntactic research described in section 3.4 revealed many differences between the 
grammatical categories and structures of Amele as compared to English. In certain respects 
English and Amele are typological opposites with respect to grammatical categories such as 
tense and modality, and grammatical structures such as the head of a construction and focus 
constructions. Without this research to refer to, the Amele translators would have had difficulty 
recognising certain problems in translation and knowing how to resolve certain problems. 

• The discourse studies described in section 3.5 provided an understanding of how pronouns 
should be used to keep track of participants in narrative and how the switch-reference system 
can be used to indicate not only what the topic of a stretch of discourse is but also to mark 
other thematic changes, such as a change of locational or temporal setting. The discourse 
studies also made sense of propositional relations and logical argument structure. 

• The lexicosemantic studies described in section 3.6 underlined the importance and usefulness 
of a bilingual dictionary for the translation task. These studies helped in finding appropriate 
lexical equivalents. They revealed that motion verbs and speech verbs are semantically 
different between English and Amele. 
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Thus linguistic research informed the Amele NT translation project from its beginning to its end. 
The Amele translation project contradicts the thesis that mother-tongue translators will intuitively know 
how to apply the grammar of their language to the translation task. In fact, the project demonstrates that 
native speakers cannot gain an objective understanding of the linguistic categories and constructions of 
their own language purely by intuition. This has to come about by investigative research, just as the 
COBUILD English Dictionary project showed that corpus research produced results on collocations and 
typical uses of lexical items superior to native speaker intuitions. 

We therefore submit that the thesis examined in this paper—namely that linguistic research does 
not play a critical role in translation projects supervised by local people—is based on false premises. We 
have demonstrated that native speaker intuitions about their own language are not sufficient. The 
opinion that they are sufficient abandons the best-practice principles advocated by SIL and by experts in 
translation theory and practice such as Mona Baker and Jeremy Munday. If the practice of conducting 
comprehensive linguistic research in translation projects is discontinued, it will result in poorer quality 
Scripture translations for many. This will not benefit the people groups for whom the translations are 
being provided.
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